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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Today we have a standard hcory of the universe which is ca lled "Big baug model" 

and we believe it to be reliable because it stands on the hree important observational 

evidences: i) the discovery of Hubble expansion law as a proof of t he expanding univers · [1], 

ii ) t b discovery of the cosmic microwave backgronnd radiation which is a vestige that once 

the universe started from the primorilial fireball [2] , and iii) t he success of t he pri mordial 

nu leosynLh sis of the light clements (H. D, 4 Hc and 7Li). i.e. big bang nucleosynthesis 

(1381\) [3]. BBN is one of th(' strong tools to probe the early universe. Especia lly siuce it 

i , very sensitive to the condition of the universe from w-2 sec to 103 sec, the history of th(' 

universe can be indirectly checked by t ile observational light elem.ent abundances which are 

measured precisely. 
From the standpoi11 t of the particle physics, we hav(' a excellent theory, "Weinberg

Salam model" which is commonly called "Standard model (SM)" [4]. The theory unifies 

the I ctrmuagnctic int raction and weak interact ion, and precisely predicts any phenomena 

up to about O (Te ) without a f w except ions [5]. Of course we should not forget there 

wcr big efforts to reg;ulariz ul raviolet divergences by usi11g the ilimensional regularization 

chcmc [6] which app ru· in t he most calculations in electroweak physics and the applications 

C r th infrared divergen c and mass singulari t ies [7]. However, in other words, we can 

not un ci rstand the phenomena beyond t he TeV scale and probably we do not rely on any 

prcdkt ions in such a high energy scale very well b cause the applica tion of the theory is 

<'xl remcly limi ted. One approach to search the new physics beyond tbe SM might be to try 

to mtify the above clcct rowcak th('Ory and t he strong interaction, or even the gravitational 

interaction, and to fi ud omc hin ts in such attempts. 
Tb supcrsymmctric (SUSY) ext('nsion of the standru·d model is one of the attractive 

candidate ' of Lhe new physics be >ond it . ln the mi.n.imal SUSY standard model (:v!SS:v!), 

tlur gauge coupling constants are unified atE~ 1016GeV [8. 9] aJJd the stability of the SM 

again t the rad iative correction. for Higgs mass is guarru1tced excellent ly by the cancellation 

of the quadratic divergences betwe n Ute fermion and the boson loops[10, 11]. The energy 

scale needed for the veri.fication of the abov0 supersym lllctric grand unificat ion throry (SCSY 

GUT) is namely about lO WGc\i. However, we can not expec t that the co ll id r exp ri tucnt 

will reach such a high energy scale in the ncar future. 

On the other hand, for last two decades it has been expected that t.o clarify the high 

energy physics including GUT would solve the problems in th early uni v'rsc. For cxampl , 

the first simple models of th baryogenesis which were proposed in the late 1 !J70·s [12] and 

the first ideas of t he inAationary cosmology wl1ich were developed at th beginn ing of 1980·s 

[13] were surely motivated by the application of GUT. Since that time. the dcvclopmrnts in 

the cosmolog·y are expected to elucidate t he particle physics or the high CJt Ngy physics, and 

the new discipli nary category ''Part icle cosmology" has been fon ued. 

The purpose of this thesis is to search the high energy physi s ru1d fi nd some hin ts of 

the new physics by applying BBN to the early uni verse. [n local SUSY {i.e. upcrgravity) 

or superstring theory which is expecte I to be t he ca ndidate of the new physics beyond Lhe 

SM, there are a lot of unstable massive part icles, e.g. Polonyi, Mod uli , and Dilaton, which 

have long lifetimes since they in teract with the other part icles only through Lhe gravitational 

interaction . As we noted above, BB:"i is very sensitive to the contents in t he early uni verse. 

Thus if t he massive particles dominated the energy density iu the uui ver e, or if not so, 

t hey exist as a net fraction of th · energy density in the B13N epoch, their subsequent decay 

inAucnces the cosmic history and predictions of light element abuudrutccs. rutd then we can 

constrain their masses, lifetimes and the abu ndrutccs by the observatious. 

Concretely, when the massive pruticlc has a relatively short lifetime and decays just 

before the BB~ epoch, the produ ·eel entropy would rcplac(' what used to be, !llld then w 

should be worried about the thermaJjzation of the part icle contents b causf' the insuffici nt 

t hermalization of the background particles will drastica lly dtrutge t he staudard s nari . F: r 

t he re.l at ively longer lifetime, i.e. when the massive particle decays after the BB:-1 poch, 

t here exist the furt her severe troubles that the emitted high en rgy photons would destroy the 

light elements which have a lready beert synthesi2ed. T hey a re very interesting and delicatP 

problems for the cosmology and should be studied iJJ detail. 

From t he point of view of au interiliscipJine between the cosmology and the particle 

physics. the p rimordial black hole {PBH) wou ld also be t he in teresting su bjects. We believe 

that the PBHs originated from the density fluctuations wh ich arc prod uced by l hc primordial 

inflation. [f PBHs evaporate around the BBN epoch, they rad iates a variet)' of part icles and 

it i. expected t o induce some daugcrous effects and change the standard sceuario. When w 

investigate the details of the physical mechanism and their evolution, and we com pare them 

with the observations, we can obtain tht' useful informations on the primordial spectrum of 

density fluctuat ions and the nature of the high energy physics concern ing the model of the 

inflation which produces them. It should be noted that it is quite a un ique melltod to search 

the primordial density fluctuations ou small scales and at present we do not have any oth r 

way to do. 
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1.2 Organization of this thesis 

Hert' we outline the rganization of this thesis. In Chapter 2, we review the standard big 

bang nuclcos,vnthcsis (SBB:\). In this chapter we discuss the theory of SI3!3N and the recent 

observational data of the light clement abundances (0, 4 Hc, 7Li. etc.). We also introduce the 

111ethod of the statistical analysis for tl.tc data obtained by the theory and the observations. 

In Appendix A we discuss the neutrino decoupling in the standard big bang cosmology. 

In Chapter 3, we investiga.t0 the late-time entropy production process due to the decay of 

thr long liv d massivr particle. In this chapter we show how low the reh ating temperature 

after the late-t ime entropy production can be observationally allowed comparing with the 

predictions of BBN, the large scale structure. and the anisotropy of the cosmic micmwave 

background radiation . To describe the thermalization proce ·s of the neutrino backgrotmd , 

we should formulate the Boltzmann equation for the neutrino distribution functions. In 

Appendix B, we introduce the formulation to derive a set of Boltzmann equations. 

In Chapter 4, we investigate the effects on BI3:\ by t he evaporation of the primordial 

black holes. There: we point out how important we should treat the hadron emission as a 

quark-gluon jet in tue ntoderu view of quantwn cluomodynarnics (QCO) and we replace 

lhc old constraints of the primordial abundance of PBH which have been referred for about 

twenty years. 

In Chapt r 5, the radiative decay of the massive particle after the BBN epoch and its 

va rious ffccts on the Jjght clemeuts arc investigated. In this chapter we obtain the upper 

bound of the reheating temperature after the primordial inflation which determines the 

initial abundance of the lllassive particle. Iu Appendix C, we show the method of x2 fitting 

commonly used in Chapter 2, 3 and 5. 

Chapter 6 i deYoted to the discussion and conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 

Standard Big Bang Nucleosynthesis 

We begin by revi<'wing standard big-bang uucleo. ynthe is (SI3BN). We arc iJttcrcstcd in 

the light clements, since their primordial abw1dances can I e estimated fTOm observations. fn 

particular. we check the consistency between the theoretical pred ictiou and the observations 

for the following quantities: 

Y2 0/H = no/nn , (2.1) 

y P•ne/ Pa , (2.2) 

Y6 
6Li/H = noLi/nn, (2.3) 

T naHe/no, (2.4) 

Y1 
7Li/H = n1r~dnn , (2.5) 

where n; is the nwnber density of an element i, P•JJe is the energy density of 4 He, aud Pn is 
the total baryon energy density. 

In this chapter, we first review the observations of the light clements. and the extrapola

tions back to the primordial abundances. Next , we describe our theoretical alculations of 

these abundances, by using standard big-bang theory. Finally, we compare the t heoretical 

and observed light-element abundances to determine how well the SDI3N theory works. 

2.1 Review of Observation 

ln this section we briefly show the current status of the observational light eletneut abun

dances. Concerning the deuterium abtwdance, the primordial 0/H is measured in the high 

redshift QSO ab. orption systems. For the most reliable D abundance, we adopt th foll owing 

value wh ich is obtained by the clouds at z = 3.572 towards QlD37-1 009 and at z = 2.504 

towards Q1009+2956 [15], 

Yr'' = (3.39 ± 0.25) X 10- "- (2.6) 

On the other hand, recently the high deuterium a.bundauc is reported in relatively low 

redshift absorption systems a.t z = 0.701 towards QJ718 4807 [16] , D/H = (2.0±0.5) x I0- 4 
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Another group also obs rvcs the clouds independent ly [17]. However , be ·ause they do not 

have fuJ I spectra of the Lyman series , the analyses would be unreliab le. :Vlore recently 

I<irkman et al. [18] obs rv~d the quasa r absorption systems at z = 2.8 towa rds Q0130-4021 

and they obtain the upper bound, D/ H ;S 6.7 x 10- 5 . \lloreover folaro et al. reported D/ H 

~ 1.5 x 10-,; wh.ich was observed in the abso rber at z = 3.514 towards APM 08279+5255 

although it has the large systematic errors in t he hyd rogen column density [21]. Considering 

the cmrcnt situation. we do uot adopt t he high deuterium va lue in this the is. 

For 3He, we use the pre-solar rneasuremeuts. In this thesis. we do not rely upon any 

models of ga lact i and stellar chemical evolut ion, becaus of the la rge uncertai nty involved in 

rxtrapolating back to the primordia l abundance. But it is reasonable to assume that 3 He/O 

is an increasing function of the cosmic t ime, bC'cause 0 i the most u·agile isotope, and it is 

certain ly l ~stroycd whenever 3He is destroyed. Using the solar-system data reanalyzed by 

Geiss [19] , the 3!-lc/0 ratio is estimated to be [20] 

r~' = (yg••;y~•·) 0 = 0.591 ± 0.536 , (2.7) 

where 0 denotes the pre-solar abundance. We take t his to be an upper bound on the 

primordial 3Hc to D ratio: 
(2 .8) 

Because the theoretical prediction of 3 He/D iu SBBI\ agrees so well with tlus upper bound , 

we do not indud this constraint iu the SBBN analysis. But when we invest igate the pho

~odissociation sceuaJ·io in Chapter 5, the situation is quite different. 1I-Ie photodissociation 

prod uccs both 0 aud 3He and can raise the 3He to 0 ratio [20] . H nee, only in the aJlalysis 

of BB\' wit!J photocli sociation in hapter 5. we include this upper bound , as described in 

the appcudix (s Eq. (C.5)). 

The primordial '1He mass fraction l'v is observed in t.lte low rnetallicity extragalacti c HIJ 

regions. Since 1 He is produced wit h Oxygen iu the star , the primordial va lue is obtained 

to regr~ss to th C' zero metallicity 0/H -t 0 for the observational data. Osing the 62 blue 

e lllpact galaxies (B G) observa t ions, it was reported that t he primordial Y is relatively 

" low" , Yv ~ 0.234 [22]. However , recently it is claimed tha t He! stellar absorption is a n 

important effecl though it was not included in t.lw previous analysis properly [23]. T hey 

found the relatively "high" primordial va lue 1';, = 0.245 ± 0.004. More recently F ields and 

OlivC' [24] also reanalyze t he data including the Hel absorption effect and t hey obtain 

yubs = 0.23 ± (0. 002 )stat ± (0.005)syst, (2.9) 

where the fir terror i the statistical uncerta inty and t he second error is the ystematic one. 

We adopt t he above value as the observational YP. 
The primordial 7Li / H i observed in the Pop Il old ha lo stars. In general a halo sta r 

who surface · ffective temperature is low (the mass is small) , has t he deep convective zone. 
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For such a low temperature star , the primordial 7Li is COHsidcrably dcpktcd iu the warm 

interior of t he star. On the other hand for the high tempera ture stars (Tell ~ 5500K) , it 

is known that the primordial a bundance is not changed and the:v havC' a "pl ateau"of th 
7Li as a fun ction of the effective tem perature. In add ition , though it. is a lso kn ow11 that 
7Li/ H decreases with decreasing Fe/H, 7Li st illJe,·els off at lower metal licity. [Fc/H];S - 1.5. 

in the plateau stars. We adopt the recent measurcm uts which a rc ob ervcd by Bon ifacio 

aud :vlolaro [25] . They observed 41 old halo stars which have the plateau and they argncd 

that the data provides no ev id ence for 7Li/ H depletion in the stellar atmo phcrc (caus~d 

by, e. g. , stella r winds, rotational mixing, or diffusion). HoWC\'Cr, for our analysis, WC' sha ll 

adopt the more cautious estimate of Hogan [26] t hat 7 Li may have bC'cn supplC'n teutcd (by 

production in cosm ic-ray interactions) or depleted (iu stars) by a ractor of two: [27] . Theu 

we obtain 

l ogiO(Y~bs) = - 9.76 ± (0.012),tat ± (0.05)syst ± (0.3)ndd· (2.10) 

Because 6Li is so much ra rer than 7Li. it is much more difficult to observe. C urreutly, there 

is insufficient data to find t he "Spite plateau" of 6Li. However, we ca n set a n upp r bound 

on 6Li j1Li , since it is generally agreed t hat the evolution of 6Li is d minatcd by produetion 

by spallation (reactions of cosmic rays with the interstellar medium). The upper bounds Oil 

0Lij1Li observed in low-ructallicity ([Fe/H] ~ - 2.0) ha lo stars range from [28] Yu/Y1 ;S 0.045 

to y6fy7 ;S 0.13. (Note tha t the primordial 6Li and 7Li have both been destroyed in materia l 

which has been processed by stars.) 

Rotational mixing models [29] yield a survival factor for 7 Li of order 0.05 and a surviva l 

factor for 6Li of order 0.005. Therefore, the upper bouud for primordia l 6 Lij1Li ranges 

approximately from 

yf/' fy~bs ;S 0.5 to 1.3. (2. 11) 

Since we have only a rough range of upper bounds on 6Li, a nd no lower bound , we w'ill not 

use 6Li in our statistical analysis to test the concordance between observation and theory. Of 

course SBBN satisfies the con t raint. Instead , for the photo-d issociation s cnario in Chapte r 

5, we will just check the consistency of our theoretical results wit h the above constraint. 

2. 2 Review of theory in SBBN 

2.2.1 Thermal history 

In this subsection we briefly review the thermal history around lbc BB\1 f' JlOch. In stan

dard big bang cosmology we believe that photon . electrons, th ree n utrinos, and nucleons arc 

in thermal equilibrium at a high temperature T ~ lO!vleV. First we especia lly pay attention 

to neutrinos. At T ~a few MeV. they arc kept in thermal equi librium t hrough the weak in-
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teracti n , vii H e+ e-, v e H ve, etc. The magnitude of the weak interaction is approximately 

given by Lnt = ncrl vl ~ G~T5 , where G, is Fermi coupling constant. On the other hand , 

the Hubbl0 expansion rate is given by, H ~ T1 /mp1 in radiation dominat d epoch . Th refore 

these (•quations tf'll us that. l'mt/ H ~ G}.m1,,T
3 . As temperatu.re decrease, t his ratio will 

become small r than un ity. Then the neutrinos no longer interact with the thermal bath. 

For each neutrino species , the decoupling temperatur es To arc est imated as, To~ 2.2 MeV 

for v. aud To~ 3.3 MeV for v,. and 11" sec Appendix A for detai led computations. 

Th dccoup ling tcmp·rature of the electron neutrino is lower t han that of 11,. and vr. 

This is bccaus t here ar a lot of background elect rons at that time. Although ''I' a nd Ilr 

interact only through the neutral current interaction with t he background electrons , the 

electron neutrino can interact through both the neutral current interaction and charged 

urrent interact ion with the electrons. For the above reason , the magnit ude of interaction 

for the electron neutrino .is larger than vi' and Vn and t he interaction of /Je continues later 

than that of vi' and vT. Since the decoupling. the ncutriuo temperature Tv exactly sca les as 

R(t) - 1 where R(t) is the scale fac-tor . 

When the temperature approximately drops below the electron m ass me (~ 0.511 \!leV), 

tile electron and the positron begin to annihilate, aJid t heir entropy is converted to the 

photons. However ueutrinos a rc not heated because they have a lready decouplecl from the 

thermal bath. ForT ;:: m., the statist ical degree of freedom of t he relativistic part icles exc pt 

neutrinos in t he t hermal bath is g. = 11/2. On the coutrary, for T ;S me only the photon 

contributes to it, i.e. g. = 2. As the universe adiabatically e).'fJands, the va lue g.T3R 3 should 

be cons rv d. Namely after t he e+e- amdbilation, the temp rature of pbotOII T"'' is heated 

by a factor of third-root of t he rat io of g •. Since t he neutrino temperature Tv is not changed, 

the ratio of T"'' to T,, is given by, 

T 11 k T: = ( "4) ~ 140. (2. 12) 

Today the temperature of the cosmic microwave background photon is accurately observed 

that T"f,o ~ 2.74 I< [30]. T beo Eq. (2.12) indirectly predicts that t here also ex ists the neutrino 

background whose tem peratur e is T,,,0 ~ 1.96K at prcseut. Tbe evolu t ion of the temperature 

of plioton and that of neutrinos is shown in F ig. 2.1. T he big bang uucleosynthesis starts 

under such circumstances . 

2.2.2 Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium 

Standard big bang scenario tells us that on ce the universe was iu t hermal equilibrium, 

and t hen the w1ivcr ·r hav experienced a history that the particles had gradually deconplcd 

from the therma l equili brium . In that picture we begin to d iscus the standard big bang 

nucl0o ynth sis (SBBN) . Here we consider t he uucl ar statistical equi librium (:\'SE) and 

7 

F igure 2.1: Evolution of T7 aud Tv around e± annihilation epoch. T he solid line denote, the 
neutrino temperature which exactly sca les as ex n-1 a nd the dashed line denotes the photon 
temperature. (109K ~ 0.086MeV) 
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its consequences. In kinetic equilibrium the number density of a non-relativistic particle 

(mA » T) is given by 

(2.13) 

(2.1 4) 

wlt re A denotes the nucleon mass number, gA is the statistical degree of freedom, and 

PA i th chemical potential. When the reaction is enough rapi<.l compared to the Hubb.lr 

expansion rate H , the chemica.l equilibrium is realized. 

(2.15) 

where Z is the atomic number. When the reaction is in NSE, the forward reaction is equal 

to the reverse one. From Eqs. (2. 14), (2.15) and (2.17) the nwnber density is obtained as , 

(2. 16) 

where BA is t he binding energy which is defu1ed by 

(2.17) 

Since th differences among 'Inn. nt.p and rnA/A are not important in the pre-exponential 

fa ctor, we identify them as a nuclear mass unit mN = 12C /12"' 931.5 MeV. 

Here it is useful to define the mass fraction X.i by 

(2.18) 

where liN is the total nucl on number density, and I;; X ;= 1 by definition. Using th · mass 

fraction XA , Eq.(2.16) giv s 

3( A - 1) 

, . C( 4) , ! ( T ) 
2 

A-1 vZ xA-Z (BA) · ' A = 9A , .r•• rrtN 77 ' ' v ' " exp T ' (2.19) 

where C'(A) = 2(3A- ll/27r( I- A)/2((3)A- I, ((3) "' 1.202, and the baryon to photon ratio r1 is 

defiu('d b.r 
(2.20) 

where the baryon density parameter is defined by D. a = Pal Pc, Pc is the critical density, and 

his dc.fiued by H0 = 100hkrn/s/Mpc. In Eq. (2.19) we find ther exists TJ in pre- xponential 

factor and it lead to the chara<·teristic effect in the production of D. The binding energy of 

9 

Dis so low (B2 "'2.2 .i\lleV) that an adequate abundauce of deuterium is not produce I until 

T :S 0.1 ?I IeV , and it delays the onset of the furth('r nuclear reactions. This effect is called 

"deuterium bottleneck"- Namely it is caused by l arge~~~ or Lhe la rge entropy in the univ<'rsc 

compared to nu. 

2.2 .3 Neutron to proton ratio 

At a high temperature (T » 1 i\'lcV) , the following weak interaction ar rapid ('nougb 

to keep the neutron and proton in statistical equilibrium. 

n <--t p + e- + Ve 

n + v. t--+ p +e-

n + e+ t--+ p + Ve 

These reaction rates are giveu by 

lq tv0"=1(t - q) 2 

c dt' 
1 (1 + exp( -a))(l cxp ((t' - q) zv )) · 

G' ("" E~(t' - <!)2 
}q (1 + exp(-a))(1 + C}q) ((t' - q) zv))dt' , 

l oo <J€2=1(1' + '1)2 
c ( ~ 

1 l +exp(a ))(1+c}.:p( - (c+q)z,J) ' 

l q tv0"=1(E - q) 2 
c dt' 

1 (l + cxp(tz))(1 +exp(- (t - q) zv)) · 

C' ("" €~(€- q)Z 
}q (1 + exp(a))(l + cxp (- (€ - q)z,)) dt , 

~·oc fJ€2=1(< + q)2 c dt 
1 (I + exp( - Ez))(1 + exp ((t + q) z,)) ' 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

where C= ~(1+3c~)m~, q = Q/m., Q =m, - rr;, = 1.293MeV, t'= E./m., z= m,rr •. 
and z, = m./T, •. cA is axial vector coupling constant (~ 1.26) and Gp is Fermi coupli ng 

constant . Of course Eq. (2.24) gives the neutron free decay rate 1/r. at T ~ 0. H re we 

consider the neutron forward reaction rate r,,...,P and the reverse reaction rate fv_.,, whicl1 
axe defined by 

fu --tp fn-!>p e-+ve + fn+vt<~P e- fn. e+-~ p+Vc: 

f P--+11 - r p+e- + V.,---tn + r p+e--m-tve + r p+V,. e+trt · 

At a higher temperature (z, Zv «: 1) we approximately obtain 
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This means the principle of detailed balance. The differential equation of neutron mass 

fra tion is gi vcn by 

(2.33) 

In thermal equilibrium , dX,.jdt = 0 and then t he above equation tells us that Xn is given 

by 

X, rp-.rl 

1 + (!J<=) -1. 
r n-tp 

On t he other hand. by definition the nt:'ut.ron mass fra ct ion X,. is given by 

n,, 
r~.n + np ' 

1 

1 + (&.) I. 
7lp 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

F'rom Eqs. (2.32). (2.35) and (2.37) , in thermal equilibrium the neutron to proton ratio njp 
is estimated as 

(~) = exp (-2). 
1J EQ T 

(2 .38) 

T he abov relation is a lso obtaiued from Eq . (2. 14) for neutron and proton . Eq. (2.38) tells 

us t hat the initial value of njp is close to tulity, a nd as tl1e temperature of the universe 

decreases , the 11 utron to proton ratio decreases exp onentially in t hermal equilibrium. 

2.2.4 Freeze-out of n/p 

Here we com pare the time scale of the weak interaction rate of nucleons with the Hubble 

expansion rate. As we mentio ned in the previous subsection , the neutron life t ime Tn at 

T ~ 0 controls the magnit ude of tl iC weak interaction rates at a fini te t emperature as 

1 r ( ) G} ( 2) " - = ,._,v+e-+V. T = 0 = -
2 3 1 + 3cA m • .>.0 , 

r,~ 7r 
(2.39) 

where 

(2.40) 

T h n we can r<.'pl'esent a ll six reaction rates (Eq . (2.24) - (2.29) ) u. ing r,. whicl1 is measured 

by the ex periments. For example at a high temperature we have 

(2.41) 

11 

7 ( )Gl & -> 6o7f 1 + 3c4 ,T (T :» Q. m, ). (2.42) 

This iu leractiou rate should be compared to the Hubble cxpan ion rate H (T). U the ratio 

to t he H(T) is larger t han unity, t he interaction is suffi ieut ly rapid. On the other hand , 

if it is le s t han unit:y, we regard the reaction as freezl'd-out . The Hubble expansiou rate i 

ex pressed by 

H (T) -::= 1.66g.T2 frnPI ' (2.43) 

where g. is t he st atistical degree of freedom and mp1 = 1/ v'G is P lanck ma s. Prout 

Eqs. (2.42) and (2.43) approx.iiuatcJ.v we find 

(2.44) 

Eq. (2 .44) tells us that if the temperatures is higher than the freeze-out trmpcraturc Tt-::= 0.8 

MeV, the inter-converting reaction between neutron and proton ·is faster tl1au the Hubble 

expansion rate and the njp changes following Eq. (2.38). However , if lh' tl'mperalure is 

below T1, the inter-converting n1action decouples and nfp is a lmost freezcd-out. lu oliit:'r 

wards, at that time the primordia l neut ron abundance was dcterrniued ap proxi mately. Then 

on ly the free decay decreases the ueutron abundance a little. 

In Fig. 2.2 we plot the t ime evolution of the n('utron to proton rati . The ~\!SE va lue of 

njp is represented by the dashed line. At about T-::= 0.07 MeV ucutrons a re almost included 

in nuclears and the free neut rons disappear from the background. 

2.2.5 Production of light elements 

As we ment ioned in the previous subsections , as it were, the big bang cosmology is t he 

history that t he particles have depa rted from the :-.ISE tracks. As t he t mperature decreases. 

the most reaction rates of the light elements gradually decoup le. However. interestingly t he 

production rate of deuterium is almost in NSE d uring t he BB:\1 epocl1. 

(2.45) 

From Eq. (2 .19) the NSE value of Dis estimated by 

(2.46) 

where B2 -::= 2.22 MeV. At T-::= 1 MeV the deuterium mass fraction X2 is a bou ten orders of 

magnitude smaller thau t he proton and neutron abundances. Howevl'r, as the temp erature 

decreases below about T-::= lOOkeV, the NSE value of D can reaclr just t he two orders of 

magnitude smaller than that of nucleons. Then deuteriurns are used as rnaterials to bnild 
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the foll owing mass-3 and mass-4 light clements. 

and 

0 + 0 f---1 T + p, 3He + n. 
3He + n f---1 T + p. 

T + 0 f---1 '1He + n , 
3Hc + D +--> '1Hc + p. 

(2...!7) 

(2.4 ) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

These interact ion rates arc rapid enough to proceed the nuclear reaction c mparcd to the 

H ul>ble expansion rate. T hus most neut rons arc changed into '1 He t hrough D. T !l('rcforc 

using an intui tive estimat ion, 4He mass fraction can be approximately given by 

4mNn ,1 4n,. /2 

7nNTIN Tip + Tin 

0.250 , 

2(n/p)rwc 
1 + (n/P)nuc. 

(2.5 1) 

(2.52) 

where (n/p)nuc ~ 1/7 represents the neutron to proton ratio at the time when '1Hc synthesis 

takes place (T ~ 0.1 MeV). 

Through these processes, D and 3 He which could not burn iuto '1He remain as the burued 

en1bers. Since there is no stable nucleus whose mass number is 5 or 8, the uucleus whose 

mass number is larger t han 8 is not produced very much in the BBN epoch . However , ouly 
7Li and 7Be are produced a little t luough the following reactions, 

4He + T --t 7Li+'Y, 

·
1Hc + 3He --t 7Be + T 

7Be is changed to 7Li t hrough the electron capture reaction , 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

Here we view the history as a series of the cl parturcs from :\SE. At T 2:, 0.6 MeV, 4 He 

is in \iSE with 3 He and T , and 3He is in 1\SE wil b T. Both 3Hc and T ar in r\SE with D, 

and 0 is in \iSE with neutron and proton . From Eq. (2.19) their 1\SE values arc given by 

(2.46) and 

x, ( T )3 
2 ( B,) 2 

57.4 m N "' c..xp T X,.Xp, (2.56) 

, ( T )
3 2 (B3) , 2 o7.4 mN "' exp T X,.XP , (2.57) 
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T 9/ 2 B 
X, = 113 CnJ rlexp ( 7-') x~x;. (2.58) 

whcr~ t, .3 , and -J denote tritium , 3He and 4He. The binding en rgy B, is shown in Table 2.1 . 

Tn Fig. 2.3 we plot the evolu tion curve of the light el ments (n, p , D, T. 3He, '1 He, 6Li , 7Li 

'1He 28.3 MeV 
12C 92.2 MeV 

3 
2 
2 

Table 2. 1: The binding energies of light clements 

and 7!3e) as a fun ction of the temperature. The solid lines denote the t ime evolution of their 

mass fract ions. Tho four clashed lines are the nuclear statistical equi li brium values for D. T , 
3Hc a nd 4He, when w(' assume that the neutron abundance is constant. From F ig. 2.3 we 

finc.J that since the NSE cur ve of 1He is very steep, it would have dominated other elements 

1nuch earlier (T 2': 0.3N! V). ifthere were enough materials ( 3 He and T ). 

At T ~ 0.6 MeV the actual curve of 4 He begins to depart from the NSE cur e because 

of the following reasons. The NSE cun,es of mass-4 and mass-3 cross at T ~ 0.6 MeV. 3Hc 

and T arc still kept in NSE each other through T(p, n) 3He or t hrough D reactions D(n,-y)T 

aud D(p,-y) 3 He. Ou the contrary, the reactions 3He(n ,")') '1He and T(p,')') '1Hc which produce 
4

HP arc no longer as rapid as ~he Hubble ex-pansion rate. Therefore the actual 41-Ie curve 

~ llows the mas -3 i\SE curves until about 0.2 MeV. This effect is "mass-.1 bottle neck' which 
prr\" nls 1He from dominating other elements. 

At T "' 0.2 MeV the reactions D (n,")')T and D(p,/) 3He which keep both tritium and 

al-l in i"SE th rough D , arc no longer rapid r elative to t he Hubble expansion rate . The 

actua l t ritium and 3Hc curve depart from ~SE t racks and begi11 to follow to the deuterium 

NSE curve. \tamely since that tim e. T , 3He, and 4He should wait for the deuter ium to be 

completed. Eveu below this temperature, however, T and 3He arc sti ll in thermal equili brium 

each other on ly t hr ugh T(p,n) ai-le. I3ccausc the bindirtg energy ofT is larger than a He, 

the abundance of 3Hc is su ppressed ompared to tritium abundance until about 0.08 MeV. 

At T ~ 0.0 J\ leV, the reaction rate of T(p,n) 3He becomes slower than the Hubble 

·pausion ratt' . And soon after then . at last D departs from its :\'SE t rack (at about 0.07 
MeV). 

h1 t his way, most ncutrous art.' included in to 4 He, a nd in succession D, T and 3!-Ie collide 

to th0 existing ~ H and p1·oduce the larger mass number nuclei, 6 Li , 7Li, a nd 7Be. These 

kments are in quasi-static equilibrium (QSE) as well as D, T and 3He. Although 1 SE 

m ans Lhe status that t ltc forward reaction rate is equal to t.hc reverse rate, QSE means the 
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status that the magnitude of the total forward reactions is almost equal to the rnagnitud<' 

of the tota l reverse reactions. Generally t he reactiou of a nu !ide i is following to a set of 

differential equations which arc giveu by, 

dl i ~l· ' ·rc ~ ' - 1 ' l' d -d = L., k l "l k,l - L., , , 1 lo) ' 

t k ,l j 
(2.59) 

where }~ = X;jA;, A, is the mass number of nuclide i , q;,1 is t he crcatiou ratC' of a nuclide 

i from the nucl ide k and l. ru1d rt,i is the destruction rate of t l1 e nuclidP i into j. Tu QSE, 

t he left hand side of the equation is zero and we obtain 

(2.60) 

The condit ion of QSE is maintained while t he reaction rate r~)T) is rapid euough comparcc.J 

to expansion rate. As the temperature fa ll down, the rate becomes weaker and t he abnudance 

of the nuclide i freezes out. We find each freeze-out temperaturC' i.u Table 2.2. 

Az 
2H (D) 
3H (T) 

3 He 
'1He 
7Li 

7Be 

Freeze-out Tcrnperatur 
30 keV 
9.0 keY 
30 keY 
60 keY 
20 k v 
20 keY 

Table 2.2: Freeze-out temperature of light elemeuts 

2.3 Monte Carlo simulation 

Theoretica1ly. the primordial a bw1danccs of the light elem<.'nts iu SI3B:\' depend only 

upon a single parameter: the baryon to photon ratio ry. ln our a naJ ysis, we modifil:'d 

Kawano's nucleosynthesis code [31] to calculate tile primordial light-clement abundances 

and uncertainties. 

In our calculation , we included the u.nccrtaiuty in the neutron lifetime [32], in the rates of 

t he 11 most important nuclcosynthcsis r actions [33]. 1 We t reat cl the neutron lifetime, the 

nucleosynthesis reaction rates as independent random variable.~ with Gaussian probability 

density fwJCtions (p .d.f. 's). We performed a .\J!onte-Carlo2 over t he neutron lifetime, nucle-

1 In Chapter 5 we will consider the photo-dissociation of the light elements. In the chapter we also adopl 
the same treatments for the rates of the photofission reactions (see Table 5.1). 

2It has recently been demonstrated that the uncertainties only i:u SBB:'I can be quru1tificd by the much 
quicker method of linear propagation of errors. [34] 
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osynthcsis reaction rates. aud we found that the light- I mcnt abundances were uistributcd 

approximately aecording to imlcpcndcnt, Gaussiau p.d.f.'s (s~e I'ig. 2.4). Therefore , Lhc 

p.d.f. p~~~ for t he t heoretical abundauc<'S is given by the product of the Gaussian p.d.f' 

1 [ 1 (X- .f) 2] = --exp -- --
..;z:ffa 2 a 

(2.61) 

for the individual abunuauces: 

(2.62) 

Iu Fig. 2.5 , we have plotted the theo retical predictions for t he light-element abu nd ances 

(solid lines) with their one-sigma errors (dashed line ), as functions of r). 

The dependence of t he abundances on 17 can be seen intuit ively [35 , 36]. The 1Hc 

abundance is a gent le, monotonically increasing function of f). As 11 increase , ·I He is produced 

earlier because the "deuterium bottleneck" is overcome at a higher tem perature due Lo Lhe 

higher baryon density. Fewer neutrons have bad t ime to decay, so more 41-Jc is synth s i :.~cd. 

Since 4He is the most t ightly bound of the light nuclei , D and 3 l'lc a rc fused in lo 4H . 

The surviving abundances of D and 3Hc arc determined by t he compet ition between their 

ucstruction rates and th expansion rate. The destruction rates are proportional to IJ , so 

the larger r1 is, the longer t he destruction reactions conti nue. T herefore, D aiiCI 3He a re 

monotonica lly decreasiug functions of 7J. Moreover. th slope of D is steeper, because the 

binding energy of D is sma ller t han 3Hc. 

T he graph oFLi has a "trough" ncar 7J ~ 3xl0- '0. For a low baryon density TJ ;S 3x lo- 10, 

7 Li is produced by 4 He(T, 1fLi and is destroyed by 7Li(p, t~)"Hc. As 7) increases , the 

destruction reaction become more efficient a11d the produced 7Li tends to decrease. Ou 

the other hand for a high ba ryon density 7J ;:_ 3 x 10-10 , 7Li is mainly produced through 

t he electron capture of 713c, wllich is prod uced by 3Hc(Q, -yfBe. Because 7Bc production 

becomes more effective as 7J increases, the synthesized 7Li incrcas ·. The "trough" results 

from the overlap of t hese two omponents. The dominant source of 6Li i11 SBJ3N is D(a, 

')' ) 6Li. T hus, the rJ dependence of 6Li resembles that of D. 

We have also plotted the 2-a observational constraints. The amount of overlap of the 

boxes i a rough m easure of the consistency betw ·cu t heory and observations. vVc cau also 

sec the favored ranges of TJ. However. we will discuss the deta ils of our analysis more carefully 

in the following section. 
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2.4 Statistical Analysis and Result s 

:\ext, I l us briefly explain how we quantify the consistency betw en theon' and obser

vation. For t!Jis purpose, we define the variable ;x2 as 

(2.63) 

whNe a, = (:th Y.log
10 

y7) , and we add the systematic errors in quadrature: (ujb')
2 

= 

(u;Y'1)2 + (uf'"') 2 . (Sec the Appc11dix C for a detailed xplanatiou of our use of x2 
in SBI3N 

) x2 depends upou the parameters of our theory (viz. 17 in SBB)I) throug!J a;'' and uf'. 
:"'otice that we do not include 6Li in the calculation of x2

, since the 
6Li abw1dancc has 

nol be<.'n measured well Instead, we clll'Ck that y~• /v¥' satisfies the bound (2.11). In the 

case of SBBi\ , we found tha.t t he 6Li abundance is small enough over the eutire range of 'f/ 

[rom 8.0 X 10- 11 to 1.0 X 10- 9 . (Nwncrically, y~'Jy¥' < 5 X 10-4, which is well below thC' 

b und (2.11).) 
With tl1is x2 variable , we discuss how well the t hcorC'tical prediction agrees with observa-

tion. :Y!o:re precisely, we calculate from x2 the confidence level (C.L. ) with which the SBBi\ 

theory is excluded , at a given poinl in t he parameter space of our theory (for three degrees 

of fre(•dom): 

C.L. (2.64) 

(2.65) 

In Fig. 2.6, we have plotted the x2 and con.fidence level at wl1ich SBBN t heory is excluded 

by the observations, as a function of "'· We fir1d t hat SI3BN is allowed at 68% C.L. at 

'I ~ 5 x 10- 10 and allowed al 95% C.L. at 'f/ ,..., (4.4- 5.8) x 10- 10 The above results 

mean that the prcdi tions of SB BN agree with the ol servations excellently and the t heory 

is rcli ablC' enough lo test the history of the early universe around t ile 13BN epoch. 

Before closing this section, we apply our analysis to constrain the number of neutrino 

species. Here, we vary 17 and the uumbcr rv of neutrino species , and we cal ·ulate the 

coufidcncc level as a fuuction of these variables. The restdts are shown in F ig. 2.7. We can 

s c t hal lh standard scenario (N, = 3) results in a good fit . In Table 2.3 we show the 68% 

C.L.and 95% C.L. bounds for the number of neutrino species N, and rJ, 
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68% C.L. 
95 % C.L. 

2.3:!1~ 
2 .3+6:~ 

'f/ X 10 
4.7:g~ 
4.7+6~ 

Table 2.3: Observational constraints on 'f/ and N, in SBBl\ 
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Chapter 3 

Late-time entropy production with 
hadron injection and Big Bang 
N ucleosynthesis 

3.1 Late-time entropy production : overview 

ln the standard big bang cosmology it had been assumed tacitly that the universe was 

dominated by the thermal racliation at the early epoch. Even in th paradigm o( the modem 

cosmology it is commonly believed that thermal radiation was produced by t he r<'hea tiug 

process after the primordial inflation and they dominated the energy of the universe at the 

sufficiently early epoch. Here we ask, "How early should t he UIJiversc be dominated by the 

radiation in order to success the standard big bang cosmology?". We could say th at t ltc 

energy of the universe should be dominated by t he radiat ion at least before the beginning of 

the big bang nucleosynthcsis (BD ~) epoch. In this chapter we answer tl1e above questiou. 

The various models of the modern particle physics beyond the standard model predict a 

number of unstable massive particles which have long lifetimes and decay at about the BBN 

epoch. The energy density of t he non-relativistic particles or the osci lla tion eucrgy dcusity of 

the scalar fields (infiaton and so on) decreases as PNn(t) a(t)-3, where a(t) is a scale factor. 

On the other hand since the radiation energy density decreases more rapidly p(t) ex: a(t) -4, 
if the energy density of t he massive non-relativistic particles or t he oscilla ting scalar fi elds 

is large, it immediately dowinates the wtiverse as it expands, and the uni verse necessarily 

becomes the matt er-dominated epoch un til the cosmic time Teaches to their lifet ime. When 

the particles decay into standard particles {e.g. photon and electro.n), they prod ucc the 

large entropy and the un iverse becomes radiation-dominated again. It is expected that such 

process would change the iJti tial condition for the standard big bang scenario. We call the 
process "late-t ime ent ropy production". 

Now we have some interesting candidates for t he late-time entropy production in models 

based 011 supcrsynunetry (SUSY). It is known that gravitino and Polonyi fi eld which exist 

in local SUSY (i.e. supergravity ) theories have masses of ~ O (lOOGeV - 10TeV) 138]. ln 
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audition they have long lifetimes b!'cause they interact with the other particle only through 

the gravity. For example. since Polonyi field [39] whicl1 has a h -a,·y mass~ 10 TeV caunot 

be diluted by the usual inflation. it immediately dominates the universe and decays at the 

I3JJ:\ <'poch. y[orcover it is also known that in the upcrstring theories there ex it a lot of 

light fields called dilaton and moduli which have the similar properties to t he Polouyi field. 

Hccently Lyth and Stewart [40] CO I L~id r d a mini-inflation called "thermal inflation" 

which di lutes the above dangerous sca lar fields. In the t hermal i nflation scenario, however, 

t he flaton field which is re ponsible for the t hermal inflation decays at late times. In particu

lar. if Uw mass of Polonyi (moduli) is I ss than ~ 1 GeV which is predicted in t he framework 

of ~auge-med iatcd SUSY breaking models [41], the sufficient di lution requires that the flaton 

dc•cays just before 13137\ [42]. Thus in t hermal inflation models one should take care of the 

late-time entropy product ion. 
To keep the success of 13B:\' , any loug-livcd massive particles or the coherent oscillation 

of any scalar fields which dominate the universe at that t ime must finally decay into the 

standard particles b fore the hegirming of 1313N . Moreover the decay products would have to 

be qu ickly therrualized through scatterings, annihilat ions, pair creat ions and further decays 

and mak<' t he thermal bath of photon, electron and neutrinos. Concerning photons and 

electrons which interact t hrough the electromagnetic interaction , the interaction rate is much 

more rapid t han the Hubble expansion rate at that time. Therefore it is e.xpectcd that th · 

ph ton and electron which a re produced in the decay and subsequent scattering processes 

ar efficiently thcrma lized. The prob.lcrn is that neutrinos can interact only through the 

weak intcra tion. In the standard big bang cosmology the neutrinos usually decouple from 

tbc elect romagnetic t hem1al bath at about T ~ 2- 3McV. Therefore it is approximately 

inferred t hat they can not be sufficiently thermalized at the temperature T :S a few MeV. 

Namely the rehcatiug temperature after t he entropy production process should be high 

enough t.o t henua li z the neutrinos. Though people had ever used the rough constraints 011 

t hr reheating t rnp rature b tween l McV- lOMeV, in the previous separate publication [43] 

we point~d out that the neutrino thermalization is the most crucial for t he successful BBN. 

ln t his the is. we de cribe the detail of the method lo obtain the neutrino spectrum and 

lhc formulations to integrate a set of Bolt zmann equations numer ically, and we study the 

onstra int on the reheat ing temperature using the obtained neutrino spectrum and t he full 

13BN network calculations with the revis~d observational light element abundances. 

The abovr constraint is almost model-independent and hence conservati ve because we 

only ass ume that the massive particle decay produc<:'s t he entropy. However. a more stringent 

constraiut can be obtai ned if we assume a decay modo:' into quarks or gluons. In this case some 

Ill dificalions arc needed for t he above de cript ion. When the high energy quark-antiquark 

pairs or gluor arr rmittcd. t hry immediately fragment into a lot of hadrons (pions . kaons , 

protons, n ut rons, etc.). It is expected that t hey ignificantly influence the freeze-out value 

of n utron to proton rat io at the beginning of BB'\' through the strong interaction with 

the ambient protons and n utrons. In t he previous work we did not consider such hadron 
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injection effects or1 BB. ·. Therefore we carefu lly treat UJC hadron injection ffects in t his 

thesis. 

For another constraint. the late-time entropy production may induce the sigiii ficant ('fl"eds 

on the auisotropies of the cosmic microwave background 1·adiation ( , !D) . Lopez et al. [44] 
pointed out that the CYi.B ani ot ropies are very sensitive to t he equal tiJUe of matter and 

radiation though they invest igated t he effects in the other context. When tl1e reheatin g 

temperature is so low that neutrinos do not be sufficient ly t henua lized, t he rad iation density 

which consists of photon and neutrinos becom<'s less than that in the standard big bang 

scenario. It may give dist ingui hablc signals in the CM13 anisotropi<'S a a modification 

of t he effective number of neutrino species N~ff With the present angular resolutions and 

sensit ivities of COBE observation [45] it is impossible to set a coustraint on N~rr. But. it is 

ex-pected that future satellite experiments such as MAP [4.6] and P LAN K [47] wi ll giV<'S 

us a usefu l information about N,~lf. In addition the aboYe effect may a!. o induce the signals 

in the observed power spectrum of the density A uctuation for th large sca le stru lure as a 

modificat ion of the epoch of the mat ter-radiation equality. 

3.2 Formulation of Neutrino Thermalization 

3.2.1 Reheating Temperature 

In order to discuss the late-time entropy production process, we should formulate the 

equations which describe the physical process. Here t he reheating temperature Tn is a.n 

appropriate parameter to characterize the late-time entropy production. We define the 

reheating temperature Tn by 

r = 3H(Tn) , (3.1) 

where r is t he decay rate (=T- 1) and H(Tn) is t he Hubble param ter at the decay epoch (t 

= T). Since the actual decay is nol instantaneous, the matter-dominat<:'d universe smoothly 

changes into radiation-dontinated one. Thus it is rath<:' r difficult to clear ly ident ify t!J r 

reheating temperature by observi ng the evolution of the cosmic tempe1·ature. Instead we 

"define" the reheating temperatur formally by Eq. (3.1) 

The Hubble parameter is expressed by 

H = (g.rr2) I/2 7'k. 
90 Ma 

(3.2) 

where g. is t he statistical degrees of freedom for the massless particles and Ma is the reduced 

P lar1k mass(= 2.4 x 1018GeV). Then the reheating temperature is given by 

Tn = 0.554/fi.i;. (3.3) 

Here we have used g. = 43/4. From Eq. (3.3) , we can sec that lhe rehcati11g temperature 
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has the one to onr corrc pondeocc with lh~ lifet ime of the parent massive particle. 

H re we define the cffcctiYC number of neut rino species /\',~rr as a parameter which char

acterizes the time evolu tion of t he energy density of neut rinos. Here N:!f is defined by 

"elf _ Pv, + Pv,. + PvT 
l vv = , 

Pstd 
(3.4) 

where Pstd is the total neutrino energy density in the standard big bang model (i.e. no 

lal<:--timc entropy productiOJl and th ree neutrino species). 

3.2.2 Basic Equations 

Wl1cn a massive particle¢ which is responsible for t he Jato-time entropy production de

cays, all eulittc J particles exc pt u utrir1os arc quickly thermalized and make a t hermal bath 

with tern perature~ Tn. For a relatively low rcheatii1g temperature Tn;;, 10MeV neutrinos 

a rc slowly therma li zcd. Since in realistic ituations t he decay branching ratio into neutrinos 

is very small , we assulllc t hat neutrinos are produced only th rough annihilations of electrons 

and posit rons, i.e. c+ + e- -tv, + ii;('i = e, ?t. r) . The evolu t ion of t he distribution fun ction 

J, of t he rJe\ltrino 11, is described by the momentum dependent Boltzmann equation [48]: 

aJJ.y, t) _ H (t) at.(P, t) =c. at p 8p .,coli > 
(3.5) 

where t he right hand side is the tota l collision term. 
The integrated Boltzmann equation [49] is not adequate in the present problem. As we 

show io. Sec. 3.3. the spectral shape of the momentum distribution obtained by our scheme is 

much cliffcrcut from the equilibrium one. It should be noticed that the integrated Boltzmann 

cquatiou assu rn cs that the shape of t he momentum distribution is the same as the equilibrium 

one. Thus we should solve the morn ntum dependent Bolt:r..mann equation. 

\Vhcn th reaction is tw bodies scatteri ng 1 + 2, 3 + 4, it is given by the e:>."j)ression, 

,,coli = 2~1 I: I d3p2 d3
p 3 d3

p 4 

2E2(27r)3 2E3(27r)3 2£,1(211') 3 

X (27r)46(4)(Pl + P2 - P3- P4) !\(fl . h· h, f .I)S llv!IL .... 31 > (3.6) 

where [M 1
2 is the cattcri ng amplitude summ d oveT spins of all particles, S is the sym

metrization fa lor wh ich is 1/ 2 for identical particles in ini t ia l and final states,!\= 1314(1 -

/d( l - h) - f 1h(l - j 3)(1 - /4) is the phase space factor including Pau li blocking of the 

final states. T hen the tota l coiiision term C.,coll is expressed by, 

C;,cotl = Ci.ann + C;..~a.t' (3.7) 

where C;·""" is the co!Jisio.u term for annihilation processes and C,,scat is the collision term 
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for elastic scattering proces cs. HNe we consid r the foll owiug processes: 

v; + v, +-+ + c-, 

v; + e± +-+ 11; + e±. 

In this chapter we have treated n.eutriuos as Majorana ou('s (i. e., u = ii). It shou ld be 

noted that there are no differences between Majorru1a neut rinos and Dirac ones a long a. 

t hey are massless , and since the tt'mperaturc is O(:v!cV) at least in this. ituation , we cou ld 

have treated them a if they were massless particles. T he relevant r('action are pre. cutcd 

in Table 3.1 for v. and Table 3.2 for ~~~ a.ud l'T· 

Here we neglect the neutrino self-interactions. It way lead to uudcrcstimate t he kinetic 

equi li brium rate for high reheating temperatures. However. we th ink that th is ft t does 

not change the ms ul ts very much . T he interact ions between electrons and neutrinos are til ~ 

most important because t hey transfer the energy of the thermal bath to Mutrin s. The 
self-interactions of the neutrinos Caiwot increase the energy density of neutrinos but mainly 

chang their momentum distribu tion. Furthermore, the neutrino number densities arc mucb 

smaller than the electron number density at low reheating temperature with which we arc 

concerned. Thus differences caused by the ueutriuo self interactions are exp ted to be small. 

Process 
v.+ e -t 
v.+ e+ -t 

IJe +lie -t 

lie + e 
v. + e+ 
e++e-

SIMI 
32G}.. [(Cv + CA)'(Pl · P2)" + (Cv - CA) (PI · P4) 2

] 

32G} [(Cv- CA) 2 (p , · P2J2 + (Cv + CA) 2 (Pl · P4) 2
] 

32G} [(c~, + CA)2(Pr · P4)2 + (Cv - CA)2(Pl · 713?] 

Table 3.1: Matrix elements for electron neutrino interactions. G F is th Fermi coupling 
constailt. Here we take C1r = k + 2 sin2 Ow , CA = ~ and the weak mixing angle siu2 Ow ~ 
0.231. 

Process SIMI" 
vl' +e -t 11~< +e- 32G} (Cv + CA) 2(p l · 'P'2)

2 + (Cv - CA) 2(Pl · P•) 2 

vi' + e+ -t v, +e+ 32G} (Cv- CA)2(Pr . P2)2 + (Cv + cAnPI . P4)'2 

v, + v, -t e+ + e- 32G} (Cv + CA) 2(Pl · P•1) 2 + (Cv - CA) 2(pJ ·])3) 2 

Table 3.2: Matrix elem nts for muon neutrino or tau neutrino interactions. G F is the Fermi 
coupling constant. Here we take c\' = Cv - 1 = -~ + 2siu2 0w , CA = CA - 1 = -~and 
t he weak mixing angle si n2 Ow ~ 0.231. 

The collision terms arc quite complicated and expressed by nine dimensional integrations 

over momenturu space. However. if we neglect electron mass and assume that electrons 
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obey the Boltzmann distribution e-pfT, the col lision terms are simplified to one dimensional 

inlrgration form. 1 

T ltNI Co,ann is given by [52 , 53] 

(3.8) 

where /eq(= l ((eP·fT 1)) is the equilibrium distri butiott and (uv); is t he different ia l cross 

sc t ions given by 

(uv)e 

( O"V )I'.~ 

4G}(C~ C2) , g;- v + APP , 

4G'f, (C- 2 + 0- 2) , 
-- V A pp , 

97r 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3 .11) 

where we take Cv = ! 2 sin2 Ow , c _4 = ~. Cv = Cv - 1 (CA = CA - 1) and 11w is Weinberg 

a.uglc (siu2 Ow~ 0.231) [32]. 
As for elastic scatteri ng processes, C;,scat is also simplified to one dimensional integration 

(s r Appendix) , and it is expressed as 

wher (C~ + C~) should be replaced by (C/ + 6/) for i 

F1, F2 , B,, B2 arc given by 

/1-. r , and the functions 

where 

Ft(p.p') 

F2(p.p') 

Bt(p , p') 

D(p.p' ) + E(p ,p')e-p'fT, 

D(p',p)e()>- p')/T + E(p, p')e- p' fT, 

F2(p',p), B2(p,p' ) = Ft(p' , p), (3 .13) 

'The errors <lu to neglecting the electron mass is small_ and the deviation is just a few percent ... w; 
slww the reasons as follows . The difference between Fertm-Dtrac and Ma:<wcll-Doltz.mann d1stnbution df 
is less lhru• oue at ouost elf < 1.0. The week interaction rate is almost expressed by (r1v)n, / H (t), where 
(<7v) ~ G),m ~ and n, is an electron nu111ber density. Th n the error is at most estimated by, (rJwv)n./ H (t) x 
elf~ 10- 2 (forT ;S O.S~ le\'). Therefore the deviation is a few percent and the ueglectmg the electron mass 
does not change the results. The other methods of the approxi!llatiou to reduce the mtegral from mnc to 
two dimensions in which the electron mass is not neglected a.re presented in ref. [50, 51J 
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E(p.p') - T 1 [p2p12 + 2pp' (p + p')T 

+2(p + p')1T 2 + 4(JJ + p')T3 + 8T1
]. (3.1 J) 

Together with the above 13oltzmann equations. wr should olvc the C!lcrgy-momcntum 
conserva tion equation in the expanding universe: 

d;~t) = -3H (t)(p(t) + P (t)) , (3.15) 

where p(t) = pq,+ P-r+ Pe + Pv is the total energy drnsity of ¢ , photon, elc tron and neut rino 
and it is given by 

- . 7r2T~ 2. I dqq2 E. 2. I 3 2 I 3 p(t)- P~>(f. ) + 1_ + 2 , (£ /T.) l + 2 dqq fv,(q) + 2 dqq fvp (q) , (3.16) 
v 7r cxp e 1 + 7r 7r 

where E, = jq2 + m~ is t lte electron energy. P (t.) = P-y(l) + Pe± (t) + Pv(t) is thC' tota l 
pressure, 

P( l - 1f2r; 2. I dqq'l 1 I 3 2 I 3 
t - 45 + 1r2 3Ee[exp(E./T-y) + 1] + 37r2 dqq fv,(lJ) + 37r2 dqq fv"(q). (3.1?) 

H(t) is the Hubble parameter, 

a(t) 1 r:;:;. 
H(t) = -( l = ~vp(t) 

at v 3Mc 

T he time evolution equation of P.p is given by 

dpq, 
-=-r p, - 3H p"'. 
dt 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

Practically we solve the t ime evolu t ion of the photon temperature ittstcad of Eq. (3. 15), 

dT1 

dt 
- p.p(rq, + 4H p-y + 3H (Pe± + Pe±) + 4H pv + dpv(dt 

8p,f8T-rla(t) + ap.±(ai'-y la (t) 

together with Eqs. (3.5), (3.18) and (3.19). 

3.3 Neutrino Thermalization and BBN 

3. 3. 1 Time evolution of N eutrino spectrum 

(3.20) 

T he evolution of the cosmic temperature T is shown in Fig. 3.1 (a) fo r Tn = 10 MeV, 

and (l.J) for Tn = 2 MeV. In Fig. 3.1 (a), it is seen that the temperature decreases slowly 

as t-l /", i.e. a-3/ 8 before t he decay t.'poch , t ~ r - t (~ 5 X 10- 2 sec) wlticlt COrresponds to 

Tn = 10 MeV. This is because the actual decay is not instantaneous and ¢ d cays into t he 
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radiation continuously at the rater [-54]. Then the universe is st ill in :VI.D~;'\.ftc~1 ~!1c decay 

rpoch 1 » r - 1. all ¢-parti ·les deray and the temperature decreases as oc a ( t ). Then 

thr universe b corn radiation-dominated epoch . Since at t he temperature T ;S 0.5MeV 

(t .2': 3sec) , lcclrons and positrons annihilate into plwtous e+e- -> 2')", U1e te.mp~;~~ure is 

sli~-:htly heated. From Fig. 3.1 (b) we can see that t he temperature dec1ea cs as t until 

lh decay rpocb (I ;S 0.1 sec) which corresponds to Tn = 2 :--1eV. After the decay epoch, 

th t~mpcralure decreases as r 112 (R.D.). In the actual computation we take a initia l 

couditiou that there exists t he net radiation energy density though t he universe is in M.D. 

This represent t he si ·uation t l1 at the massive particle uecessarily dominated t he universe as 

it expands. On t he other ha nd even if there arc at first no radiat ion PR ~ 0, i.e.T ~ 0 which 

corresponds to lh initial condi t ion of the oscillation epoch after the primo.rdial inflation or 

t hermal inflalion , the cosmic temperatu re immediately t racks the same curve r 1/" and then 

t il ir decay establishes t h0 radi ation dominated universe T r l/2. Therefore OtLr treatment 

is quit a general pidurc fo r each entropy productiou scenario and it does not depend on 

whether the not i11itial radiation energy exists or not. only if once unstable non-relativistic 

particles dominate the energy density of the universe. 

In Fig. 3 .2 w show t Le evolutions of Pv. and Pv, (=Pv. ) (a)for Tn = 10 MeV and 

(b)2 :VIeV. From Fig. 3.2(a) we can see that if Tn = 10 MeV, cosmic energy density is as 

same as the case of standard big bang cosmology. As showu in Fig. 3.2(b) , however. the 

energy density of each n utri110 sp cics for TR = 2 MeV is smal ler than t he ca~e of standard 

sccua rio. , ' iuce the electron ueut rinos i11 te ract with electrons and positrons through both 

charged and neu t ra l currents, they are more effectively produced from the thermal bath 

thru1 the other n ntriuos which have on ly neutral current interactions. The final distribution 

functions /. aud f~t(= f7 ) a rc shown in F ig. 3.3 (a) for Tn = 10 :vfeV and (b) 2 MeV. For 

Tn = 10 :vfcV, each neutrino is thcnnalized wel l a nd the perfect Fermi-Dirac d istribution 

i. ('Stablishrd. For TR = 2 NleV, however . the uis tribut ions arc not thermal equilibri um 
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Figure 3.1: Time evolution of the cosmic temperature (a) for Tn = 10 NlcV, and (b) for 
Tn = 2 MeV. The dashed line denotes the neutriuo temperature which can be defiucd only 
when they are thermalized sufficiently aud have the perfect Fermi-Dirac distribution. 

forms. 2 

2 As we noted in Sec. 3.2, we must uot use the integrated Boltzma1m equatiou instead of th rnoruenturu 
dependent Boltzmann equation in t he present problem because the forlllcr assumes the equilibrium distri
bution. To see this , let us define the ratio RE for a neutrino species_ by lle = (p./n.)/(3.J5 lT.), where Pv 
is the ueutrino energy density, nv is the neutrino number density, T. is the effective neutrino t mperaturc 
which is defined !Jy the neutrino number density as, f. = (211'2 /(3((3)),.,) l/3_ Here both p, and n, arc 
computed by integrating the neutrino distribution function which is obtained by solving the rnomentum 
depcnderot Boltzmann equation. Approximately R1~ represents a ratio of tlre mean energy per a neutrino 
to the thermal equilibrium one. If the neutrino is in thermal equilibrium, RB is unity. lJJ the case of tho 
integrated Boltzmann equation, because it is assumed that the shape of the neutrino distribution is Uoe same 
as the equilibrium ouc at an_y times , RB is necessarily unity. On the other hand, in the case of our •cheme, 
i.e. the momentum dependent 13oltzmann equat ion, ll e might not be unity. We have computed the ratio 
Rein some representati·vc reheating temperatures for electrou neutrino and have fou11d that Urey deviated 
from tmHy more at the lower reheating temperatures, Re = 1.00, l.03 and 1.50 (for T11 = lO MeV, 3 :VIcV 
and I MeV). Moreover at the lower reheating temperature than I :vteV. the deviation is much larger. This 
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Figure 3.2: Time volution of the fraction of the energy density of lie (dashed curve) and 
111' (dotted curv ) to t.hat of lhe standard big bang scenario for (a) Tn. = 10 MeV and 
(b)Tn. = 2 MeV. Siuce the interaction of,,.,. is as same as 111' , the curve of''~' also represents 
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Figure 3.3: Distribution fun ction of 11• (solid curve) and 111, (dashed curve) (a) for Tn. = 
1? MeV a1_1d (b) for Tn = 2 Me . The dotted CUJ've is the Fermi-Dirac distribution fun ction. 
Smce the mteraction of 11.,. is as same as 11~', the curve of 111, also represents 11r· 
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111 Fig. 3.4 we cru1 sre lhc change of the effcctiY munber of neut rino species N':,ff as a 

fuuction uf lhc reheating temperature Tn . If T11. 2:7 :-re\' , N~n· is almost equal to three and 

uc~1trino ar<' therrnalizcd very w II. We can regard it as lbe initial condition which has ever 

bceu u. cd for thr tandard big baug cosmology. On the other hand. if T11.:!:, 7 MeV, N~ff 
b comes small r than thrrc. 

3.3.2 Neutrino thermalization and neutron to proton ratio 

[[the neutrinos are not thcrrnalized sufficiently and do not have the perfect Fermi-Dirac 

dislributiou. i.e. in thi case there is the deficit of the neutrino distribution due to the low 

reheating tcmperatur , it considerably influences the produced light clement abundances. 

In particu lar, the abundance of the primordial 4He is drastically changed. The change 

of the neutrino distribution funct ion influeuccs t he neutrino energy density and the weak 

iui.craction rates between proton and neutron. At t he beginning of BBN (T ~ 1 MeV- 0.1 

\ leV) t he competit ion between the Hubble expansion rate H and the weak interaction rates 

r,....,P dctcrnlincs tbc freeze-out value of the neutron to proton ratio nfp. After the freeze-out 

tin!(' . neutrons can cuauge into protous only through the free decay with the life time r,.. 
Since '1Hc is the most sta ble light clement and the almost aU neutrons are synthcsiz.ed into 
11-lc. the abuudan<'e of the primord ial 1He is sensit ive to the freeze-out value of neutron to 

prot n ratio. 

Tf the neu trino euergy density gets sma ller than that of the standard BBN (SBBN) , 

lhc Hubble cxpau ·ion rate which is proportional to t he squaTe of the total energy density 

is also decreased . Then llic freeze out time becomes later and the ,B equil ibrium between 

nPutrons and protons continues for longer time. As a result less neutrons are left . In this 

case the predict cl '1H is less than the prediction of SBI3:\i. The effect due to the speed-down 

cx pans.iou is approxlruatcly estimated by 

(3. 21) 

when' ) · is Lhc mass fracti n of 4He and Ptot is the total energy density of the universe. 

Mor0ovcr , when the lectroo neutrino is not thenualized, there is interesting effect by 

which li!Orc 1Be a rc produced. The weak reaction rates are omputed by integrating neutrino 

distribut imJ functions wbiclt are obtained by solving Boltzmann equations numerically. Using 

the u('ulri.llo cli~tribution funct ions, t he six weak interaction rates between Jl cutron and 
proton a r0 rcprc. eutcd by 

r sui t tells us tltat lhe nculrino di. tribution d viates from the thermal equilibrium shape considnrably at the 
low reheating tempc:ratw· and we should solve the momentum dep ndent Dolt"mam1 equation. Re bas a 
tendency to increase as th~ rehcatutg temperature decreases . This is because neutrinos are produced by the 
auu.iltilaUon of cl ctrons-positron pairs whose meau energy per one particl is larger than that of neutrinos. 
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Figure 3.4: Effective number of neutrino species N;,11 as a function of reheating t emperature 
T11.. The top horizontal axis denotes the lifetime which corresponds to Tn. 
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=K f 'J'Pv. [J(p,,- Q)2 - m~(TJv,- Q) (p. _:fJr, + l ( I - J,,(p,.)) ]. (3.23) 
JQ+mt e l' 

= }( f " dp,, [ J (p,, + Q)2 - m~(JJ,, Q) 1 + e-~f;.+Q)fTJ"• (p.,.) ] , (3.24) 

=J< fdp~: [ J(p,, - Q)2- m~(Q- p,.) e-<p.,~~/r, + 1 J,,(p,J] . (3.25) 

=I< hl]J.,, [ V(Pv, + Q)2 - m~(Q + "Pv.l c<P•.+:~Jr, + 1 {1 - J,,(p.,.))] . (3.26) 

:= [( { dp.,, [J(Pv, - Q) 2
- m~(Q - p,.) 

1 
+ -~1· q)(T, f.,, (p.,,)] , (3.27) 

} Q+m, e ~-

where Q = m., - rnv = 1.29 :VJeV and J( is a normalizat ion factor which is determined by the 

neut ron life t i111 c rn as ]{ ~ (1.636rn) - 1 and r,.. is obtained by the experiments [32]. From 

the above equa tions we can sec that if neutrino and anti-neutrino dist ribution funct ions 

arc decreased, both fJ decay rates r n....,,, = r n->pcv, + r >'le+-tpv, r >w,->pe- and r p->n = 

rp.-..r,->n + r ,.-_..,., + f vv,-.ne+ are simul taneously decreased by the following reasons. The 

do10inant effects by th defi cit of the distribut ion functions are to decrease the rates r,..,,_,ve-, 

r •• -,;; _,and rv.,.,....,,.+ which have the neutrino or auti-u utrino in the init ia l state. On the 

tiJ<' r hand, though the other rates r n ... pc-v,, r ne+->p,;, and r pe-->n,, wh ich have the neut rino 

or ant i-n(•utrino in the fi na l state arc slightly increased due to Fermi-blocking factor (1- f .,), 
f he ratio of the difference 6.fv to (1 - j,) is much smaller than U1at of !::;f., to j ., , i.e. 

for .fv « 1. (3 .28) 

T herefore, ~he cnlJ auccrucnt is small and the latter effect is not important. In tota l, bo th 

weak in!,cra tiort rates r,. .... v and r v->n are decreased and become small r than those of SBBN. 
.Tu F ig. 3.5 the weak iff teractiou rat es r,. .... P and fv->n are plotted. T he olid lines denote t he 
case f Tft = 10 MeV "·hich correspond to the tandard big bang scenario. The dot ted lines 

denote the case of T 11. = l Me . In the plot we can ec that the insufficient thermal ization 

of the neutrino distributions deri ves the changes of the weak interaction rates. 

The decrease of weak interaction rates gives significant effects on the abundance of 4He. 

When UH' weak interact ion rate r ,....,, decreases, t he Hubble expansion rate becomes more 

rapid than that of the weak interaction rate earlier. :.\farnely the freeze-out time becomes 

earlier. T hcu lhe frcc~c-out value of neutron t o proton ratio becomes larger than in SBBN 
a.ud it is cxpe t d that the predicted 4H<' abundance b comes larger . The above effect is 

approximately c. timatcd by 

(3.29) 

In Fig. 3.6 we plot t he tim<' evolution of the neutTon to proton ratio. In Fig. 3.6(a) we 
cl.lange only the number of neutrino species in SBB'l. Th(' dotted line denotes the curve 
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of N~11 = 1.37 which corrc. ponds to Lhc ffective number of neutri no species in the case of 

Tn = 2 .VlrV in b latr-timc entropy production scenario. Then wP find that the p redicted 

njp curve is low r than that of JV~11 = 3 due to only the speed t!own effect or t lw later 

decoupling. ln Fig. 3.6(b) we plot the time evolution of njp wl1cn we change t he reheat ing 

temperature in the late-Lime entropy production scenario. The t!ottcd line denotes the cas 

of Tn = 2 .VIcV. Comparing o the case of N,"! = 1.37 in Fig. 3.6(a). the njp rat io becomes 

larger. lt is because the weak intcra t iou rates are decreased by the deficit of t he distribution 

fuuction. )..1or<'owr iu the case of Tn = 1 .VleV t he njp ratio becomes larger than the ca~c 

of Tn = 10 \!leV. 

3.3.3 Neutrino thermalization and light element abundances 

1\cxt we perform ).ifoute Carlo simulation and the maximum likelj]wocl analysis [55] to 

discuss how the thcor t ical pred ictions with the low reheating temperature scenario agree 

with the ob rvational light element a bundances. 

In Fig. 3.7 we plotted 1He mas fraction as a function of Tn at ''I= 5 x w - to (solid line). 

Theda hcd li11e denotes the virtuai 4 He mass fraction computed by including only the sp eed 

down effect due to the change of the effective number of neutrino species which is shown 

in Fig. 3.4 . T he dotted )jn denotes th predi ted value of Yin SBBN at"'= 5 x 10- 10 

For Tn?::, 7NleV, the solid line and dashed line arc quite equal to t he value in SBBN. As 

Tfl. decreases, both the solid and dashed lines grad ually decrease because of the speed down 

effect du to the chaugc of N~tr The dashed liue continue to decrease as the reheating 

temperature iecreascs. 

On lhe other hand , for T n :5, 2 ).!fc V t !Je effect that the weak interaction rates are weak

ett d due to the deficil of lhc neutri no distribution function begins to become important and 

the predicted va lue of l ' b gin to increase as TR decr·cascs. For Tn :5, 1 MeV. since it is too 

late l produce enough electrons whose mass is about m, = 0.511 MeV, the weak interaction 

rates arc s till more weakened a nd Y steeply increases as Tn decreases. 

ln F ig. 3.8 we plot t he contours of the confidence levels in the ry-Tn plane. The solid 

line druotcs 95 % C.L. and t he dotted line denotes 68 % C.L. The fill ed square is the best 

fit point betwern the obscrvat iou and theoretical predictions. The observational data are 

consist ut with t he high baryon to photon ratio, T/ ~ (3- 6) x 10- 10 From Fig. 3.8 we find 

that Tn :5, 0.7 MeV is excluded at95 % C. L. In other wards Tn as low as 0.7 MeV is consist ent 

with BBN. T h('u N~tr can be as smal l as 0.1 and i t definitely influences the format ion of the 

larg calc structu re and :vlB anisotropy as is seen in Sec.3.5. 
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Figure 3.6: Evolution of neutron to pToton ratio as a function of the temperature, (a) when 
we cha1:ge o:1ly the number of neutrino sp eci?s in t h e standard big bang scenario, and (b) 
when ''e change the reheatmg temperature m the latr-tirne entropy production scenario. 
The dashed hne IS the thermal equilibrium curve ( = e-QIT) . 
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Figurr 3.7: 1
H P mass fract ion 1 ~ as a function ofTn (solid line) at 1J = 5 x 10- 10 The dashed 

line denotes the virtual '1 He mass fraction computed by including only the speed down efl"ect 
due to the change of lhc effec tive number of neutrino species which is shown in Fig. 3.4. The 
dotted line denotes lbe value predicted iu SBBN at ry = 5 x 10- 10 The long-da hed Jjne 
dt•u tes the observational 2 a upper bound, y oos ~ 0.252 which is obtained by sununiug the 
errors in quad ratu re. The top hori zonta l ax i denotes the lifetime which corresponds to Tn. 
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3.4 Hadron injection by massive particle decay 

3.4.1 Hadron Jets and e-e- collider experiments 

w thr prcviuus s ction we discussed only the case in wlt.ich the parent mass ive particle 

</J decays into photons or the other electro-magnetic particles. In this sect ion we c~ns1der 
th(• rniTOpy production process along with the hadron injection, i.e. the cas(• m which t he 

massive· particle has some decay modes into quarks or gluons. Then the emitted quark-. 

antiqua1·k pairs or gluoos immediately fragment into hadron jets and as a result a lot of 

mesons and baryons. e.g. pions, kaons, nucleons (protons and neutron ) are em itted mto 

the clcctro-magnctit thrrmaJ bath which is constituted uy photon , electron and nucleons. 

For xa 111 pl , if the gravitino 1/;1, is the parent particle wh ich produces the large entropy, 

it con ld have a hadronic decay mode (e.g. !/;" --t 'j qij) with the branching rat io B,, c:::=. O(a) 
at 1 ·ast cv~n if the main decay m de is only w~ --t l "Y(i: photino) [56]. T hen a bout 0.6- 3 

hadrons are produced for m<l> c:::::. 1 - lOOTeV. In add ition the ent.itted high energy photoas 

whos0 euergy is about m"'/2 scatter oft' the background photons and could also produce the 

quark-ant iquark pairs through the electromagnetic interaction. For the cosmic temperature 

c:::::. O( MeV) , t lw energy in th center of mass fran1eis .,fS c:::::. 2-20GeVform<l> ::e 1 - 100TeV. 

Then l]1c numb r of the produced ha.drons is about 2- 7 which effectively corresponds to 

lhe hadro11 brand1ing ratio 1311 ,..., 10- 2 if we assume t hat the hadron fragmentation is similar 

t:o t he f('Su lts of e+e- collider experiments. Tim B11 should not become lc s than about 

10- z for gravitin decay. 3 For the other candidate, if the "Haton" is the parent particl as 

in thcnual inflation Iuodcl, it would a lso have a hadronic decay mode (4> --t 9!1 ) 140] if the 

flaton mass is larger than 1 GcV. 

If once such hadrons arc emitted to the electro-magnetic thermal bath in the begin

ning of the BBJ\ epoch (at T c:::::. 10 :vieV - 0.1 MeV), they quickly transfer all the kinet ic 

energy into the thermal bath tluough t he electro-magnetic inte raction or the strong in terac

t iou. Through such thermalization processes the emitted high energy bad1·ous scatter off the 

ba<"kgrouud particles. aud thc.n t hey induce some effects on B13N. Especia lly, the emitted 

had rous extraord inari ly inter-convert the ambient protons aJ!d neutrons each other t hrough 

tb<• trong int ractiou even after the frcez0-out tilUe of the neutron to proton ratio njp. For 

thc relatively short lifetime (rq. c:::::. JQ- 2 sec - 102 sec) in which we are iutercsted, the above 

efTcet iudur s the significant bangc in the previous discussion. Namely protons which arc 

more abundant than ueutrous ar hanged into neutrons by the hadron-proton collisions and 

the ratio njp incr<'a es cxircmt?ly. Because 'He is the most sensit ive to t he freeze out value 

of 11/lJ. lhe late-time hadron inj ction ccuario tends to increru e Yv-

Rcuo a11d Se<.:kc l [57] investigated the ioAu oces of the hadron injection on the early 

tagc of BBN. They cou trained thr lifetime of the parent particle and t h number den ity 

comparing the t heoretical prediction of the light element abundances with the observational 

31f he decay mode V'" __, gg (g : gluino) is kinematically allowed, lhc hadrouic branching ratio becomes 
close lo oue. 
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data. Here we basically follow their t rcatmeul and apply it lo the sccnario of late-tirnt• 
entropy prod uct ion with hadron injections. 

The em itted hadrons do not ~catter off the backgrounduucl ons directly. At first hadrons 

scatter off the background photons and electrons bccau. c t hey an• much n1orc abuudant than 

nucleons. For t :S 200 sec, t he emitted high energy hadrons are imnwdiatC'ly lhcrntalizf'd 

through the elc tro-magnctic cattering and they reach to the kinetic equilibrium bd'ore 

t hey interact with the ambient protons and neutrons. Then we usc the t hrc ho) I cross 

section (e1v)~~N' for t he strong interact ion process N H, --t N' + · · · betw en hadron fl, 
and the aJnb ient nucleon N, where IV denotes proton p or neutron n. The strong interaction 
rate is estimated by 

(3.30) 

where nN is the number density of the nucleon species N , ''I is the baryon to photon ratio 

(= na/n1 ), na denotes the baryon nmnber deusity (= np nn) and fN is u,~ nucle n fraction 

(= nN/n8). Th is equat ion shows t hat every hadron whose lifetime is Iouger than 0{10- 8 ) sec 

contributes to the inter-conveTting interaction between neutron a nd protoii at the bcgiuning 

of BBN. Hereafter we will consider only the following long- lived hadrons , (n lcsous, 1r±, ](± 

and K1- , and baryons, p, p, n , and n). As we will also discuss iu detail in the uexl chapter 

(Sec. 4. 1), for the relevant process ( N + 1r± -> N' · .. , and N + ](- --t N' · ··, etc.) , we can 

obtain the cross sections in [57, 58]. Here we iguore ](+ in teraction be a usc n+ ](+ --t p+ K 0 

is the endothermic reaction wlt.ich has Q = 2.8 MeV. 

We estimate the average number of emitted hadron species H; per one if> decay as 

(3.31) 

where (Nell) is the averaged charged-particle mu ltiplicity which represents the total number 

of t he cl1arged particles emitted per two hadron j ets, fll, is t he numb r fraction of the had1·on 

species H, to all the emitted charged particles, B, is the branching ratio of the hadronic 

decay mode and Njet is the number of t he produced jets per one r/> decay. 

It is reasonable to ass ume that the averaged charged-part icle multiplicity is indepcndc11t 

of the source of the hadron jet. In this thesis we use the data obtained by the e+e- coiJider 

experiments and extrapolate it to higher energy scales. A number of cxperim uta! data 

are available at least up to .,fS c:::::. 100 GeV where .,f$ denotes the center of mass energy. 

Recently LEPrr experiments {ALEPH. DELPHI, L3 and OPAL) yielded useful data for .,fS 
= 130 - 172 Ge\. One can fit the data by a function , (Nch) =a + bcxp(cJln(s/ A2)) , where 

is the cut-off parameter in the pcrturbative calculations associated with the onset of the 

hadron.ization aJJd a, b and c are constants [95]. The above funCtional shape is motivated 
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by the next-to-leading order perturbativ<? QCD calculationsc \ c fit the data of the e+e

collidcr experimrnts for .j; = 1.4 - 172 Gc V [32] and we find 

(.Nc~, ) = 1.73+ 0.268exp (1.42)ln(s/A2J). (3.32) 

with x~ = 90.3 for 93 data points and the error of the fitt ing is about 10%. Here we have 

taken A = 1 GeV. We assigned systematic errors of 10% for Js = l...J - 7.8 GeV because 

MARK 1 and -y-y2 experiments do uot include the systematic errors in their data, see [32]. 

fn Fig. 3.9 aJH.J Pig. 3.10 we plot (Nc1,) for the center of mass energy ..;s = l GeV - 300 GeV 

and Js = l Ge - lOOTcV. 

Using the available data [32. 58, 59], we obtain the emitted hadron fraction ! IT, = 
r/1•/(Nrlo), 

f,+ = 0.64, J,- = 0.64 , 

fK+ = 0.076, f g - = 0.076, fK,. = 0.054 

/p = fp = 0.035, j,. = fn = 0.034 . 

(3.33) 

where n 11
• is the number of lhe emi tted hadron species H; which is defin ed as the value after 

boUt I<s and A0 had cont plctely fin ished to decay. 4 As we lind easi ly, a lmost all t he emitted 

part ie! s arc pions which arc the lightest mesons. To apply the data of the e+e- collider 

xperi ntents , we take .j; = 2E101 in (NcJ,) where Ei•t denotes the energy of one hadron jet 

because the (Nc~,) i obta iued by the result for two hadron jets. 

3.4. 2 Formulation in Hadron Injection Scenario 

Iu this ect ion we formulatethc t ime evolut ion equations in the late-t ime hadron injection 

scenario. As we mentioned iu t he p revious section , the hadron injection at the beginning 

of BD:\' enhances t he inter-converting intcractious between neut ron a nd proton equally and 

the frce~c out value of n/p can be extremely increased. T hen the t ime evolut ion equat ions 

for lhc number density of a uucleon N(= p, n) is represented by 

(3.34) 

where H(t) is the Hubble c::o.-ptulsion rate, [dnN /dt]weak denotes the contri but ion from the 

weak interact ion rates wh ich arc obta ined by integrating the neut rino distribution functions 

as discu ed in Sec. 3.3. ·ee Eqs. (3.22 - 3.27) , ni/> = P¢Jmi/> is t he number density of ¢, 

4 Allbough the summation of !11, is obviously more than one, i is because the experimetttal filling of 
(N,h) is defi n d as a value before Ks a11d . 0 begin to decay [59]. Here we assume that !ft; do nol change 
signiHcanLly in the energy range .jS-::: lOGe\'- 100 TeV. Since we do not have any C><perimental data for 
the hlgh ucrgy region more lhau about 200 GeV, we extrapolate (N,h) to the b.ighcr energy regions and we 
take ! 11. as a constant. 
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Figure 3.9: P lot of the charged particle mul tipli city (NcJ,) for the center of mass energy ..;s. 
At abou t .j$ ~ 91.2 GeV the experimental data arc spread horizontally by authors. Wr 
assigned systematic errors of 10% for Js = 1.4 - 7.8 GeV . 
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l<,v.,.,v• denotes the average nuruber of the transition N ---} N' per oue </> decay. 

The average number of the transition N-+ .V' i expres~ed by 

K,v..,,v• = 2::; N''· R~'.., 11 ... 
II; 

(3.35) 

where H , runs th hadrou spc ies which are relevant to the nucleon intcr-couverting r<'actions. 

N
11

• denotes the average number of the emitted had1·on spe -ics H, per one ¢ decay wh i h 

is given by Eq. (3.31) and RZ;_,N, denotes the probabi li ty that a hadron species JI, induces 
the nucleon traTtsi tion N ---} N', 

rfl· 
R

11
• ' = N .... ll" (3.36) N-.N r{f.~ + r~~~. 

where r~:~ = rfi,
1 

is the decay rate of the hadron H1 and r~~~ = r~:_."', + rZ:-.11' + f~'..,N + 
rUi-.11', is the total absorption rate of H,. 

3.4.3 Hadron injection and BBN 

In this subsection we compare the theoretica l prediction f the light clement abundanc('S 

in the hadron injection scenario to the obscr a tiona] light elem<'nt abundances. 1 n the 

computations we assume that the massive particle decays in to three bodies (EJet = mq,j3) 

and two jets are produced at the parton level (N;et = 2) 5. In t he coutputing we take the 
branc.h.ing ratio of the badronjc decay mode Bh = O(lo- 2 - 1). 

As we noted in the previous subsections, it is a remarkable feature t hat th<· prcdi ted 

YP tends to increase in the hadron injection scenario because 4He is tb<' most cusitivc to 

the freeze-out value of the neutron to proton ratio. Since protons wh ich arc more abundant 

than neutrons arc changed into neutrons through the strong interactions rapidly, the [rce~c 
out value of njp increase extremely if once the net hadrons are emitted. lu Fig. 3.11 we 

plot the predjctcd 
4 He mass fraction YP as a function of TTl for (a) mq,=.lOO TcV and (b) mol> 

= 10 GeV. The solid curve denotes the predicted Yp. Here we take the branching ratio of the 

hadronic decay mode a B1, = 1 (right one) and B1, = 0.01 (left one). T lw dot-dashed line 

deuotes B,. = 0. The dashed line denotes the virtual value of J-;, computed by including on ly 

the speed down effect dtte to the change of t he eft ctive number of n utri110 species. The 
dotted liue denotes the pred iction in SBBN. 

As we mentioned in the previous section, the speed down effect due to deficit of the 

electron neutrino distribution function are not important for TTl ;:_ 7\l!eV. In addition since 

it is high enough to keep n/p ~ 1 for the cosmic temperature T :::_ 7!VleV. the enhancements 
5
The above choice of a set of model parameters E1e~ ar•d N1,, is not unique in general and is obviously 

model dependent. However, since (Nch) has the logaritlunic dependence of Ei•t, we should not be worried 
about the modification of E1,1 by just a factor of two so seriously. On the other hand in Eq. (3.34). the 
second term iu the right hand side scales as oc Ni.,fm0 . For the modification of N1.,, therefore, we only 
translate the obtained results according to the above scaling rule and pus], the responsibility off onto m~ 
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Figur<' 3.11: Plot of t he predicted '1He mass fraction Yp as a fun tion of Tn for (a) m¢=100 
TcV aud (b) m4> =10 Gc.V at ry = 5 x 10- 10 The solid curve denotes the predicted Yv where 
we take tbC' branching ratio of lhr hadroni decay mode as Bt. = 1 (right one) and B,. = 0.01 
(left one) . Th dot-da. hcd line denotes B,. = 0. The das hed line denotc.s the virtual Yp curve 

mputcd by including only the speed down cff ct due to lhc c!Jange of t he effective number 
of neutrino specie . Tho dotled line denotes Yv in SBBN. The long-dashed line denotes the 
rough observati nal two a upper bound that Yp should be less than about 0.252. The top 
horizontal a.:ci represents the lifetime which cor responds to Tn. 
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of the inter-converting interaction between nand p due to the !Jadrou C'm is ion do not indue!' 

any changes on the freeze-out valueofnjp. As Tn decn'a es (Tn;::, 7:VleV). \~a \ o drcrC'ascs 

grad ually because the speed down cffcct on the frC'eze-out value of n/ p begin to be important. 

On th<' other hand, if a. lot of hadrons arc emittcd when the cosmic tc111pcrature is T :S 6 
- 7 MeV and t he ratio njp is lPss than one. they enhanc<? lhf' inter-co ov<'rting interaction 

more rapidly. As a result. the ratio n/p attempt to get closCl· to onP again a lthough the 

cosmic temperature is still low. Thus the above effects ('xtremely incrca~ lh<' frcC'~c- ut 

va lue of njp and is much more effective than t he speed down effects. :"'amely the produced 

Yv becomes larger very sensitively only if Tn is just a little lower than 6- 7 i\!eV. One can 

obviously find that this effect becomes more remarkable for the larg r Bh. 

To understand how it depends ou mass. it is couv<'nient t introduce thC' yie ld variable 
Y,p which is defined by 

(3.37) 

where s denotes the ent ropy den, ity iu the universe. Because Y4> i a constant only while the 

universe expands without any eutropy production. it represeuts the net uumber drusity of 

</> per comovi11g volume. For the simplicity let's consider the instantaneous decay of</> <llld 

assume that t he relJCati ng process has been completed quickly. Because the radiation energy 

i11 the thermal bath or entropy s = 27r2g./45Tft. is produced only from the decay prod ucts of 
¢, Y.p is approx imately estimated usiug Tn and m4> by 

(3.38) 

From the above equation , we can see that for the fixed value of Tn tl1c net nulllbcr of</>, i.e. 

the net number of the emitted badrons , becomes larger for the smaller mass. Comparing 

F ig. 3.11 (a) with Fig. 3.11 (b) , we find that t he theoretical cttrve of}~ for the cas of m 4> = 

10 Ge \ i is enhanced more steeply and the starting point to increase Yp bncorncs higher than 
for the case of mr/> = 100 T<'V. 

Since t he other clements (D and 7Li) are not so sensit ive as 4He, it is expe ted that 

the observational value of Yp constrains T11. most strongly. ln order to discuss bow a low 

reheating temperature is allowed by comparing the t heoretical prcdi t iOIJS with observational 

values (D, 4He and 7Li). we perform the Monte Carlo simulation and n1axiruum likelihood 

analysis as discussed in Sec. 3.3. In addition to the case of Sec. 3.3 we take account of the 

fo llowing uncertainties, the error for the fit ting of (NcJ,) as 10% [58] and the experimental 

error for each cross section of the hadron interaction as 50%. Be ause there arc not aJJy 

adequate experimental data for the uncertainties of cross sect ions [.57, 58], her we take th 
larger va lues to get a conservative const raint. 

In F ig. 3. 12 we plot ti1e contours of the confideucc level for m 4> = 100 TcV in the (ry-Tn.) 
plane for (a) B" = 1 and (b) B,. = w-2

. The solid line denotes 95 % C.L., the dotted line 

denotes 68 % C.L. and the filled square is the best fit p int b tweClJ the observation and 
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Figure 3.12: Contours of Lhe confidence levels for rn.p = 100 TeV in (TJ. !
2
R) plane f?r the 

branching ratio of the hadrouic decay mode (a) B,, = 1 and (b) Bh = 10 · The solid hue 
d •notes 95 % C.L. and the dotLcd Ji oe denotes 68 % C.L. The filled square 1s the best fit 
p int h t ween the observation and theoTctical pred iction for D, 4 He and 7Li. The Tight 
v rtical axis reprf'sents the lifetime which corresponds toT R · 
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t heoretical prediction for D, 4He and 7Li. The baryon to photo11 ratio which is consist~ut 

with the observational data is rest ricted in the narrow region. 17 ~ (4 - 6) x w-'0. F'rom 

Fig. 3.12(a) , we find that TR;'53.7 IvlcV is excluded at 95 % C.L. C r B11 = l. On the other 

hand , from Fig. 3.12(b) we obtain the milder constraint t hat Tn :'5 2.5 :VleV is excluded at 95 

% C.L. forB,, = w-2 In F ig. 3.13 M' plot the contours of ilic confidence lev I for m<P = 10 
GeV in t he same way as Fig. 3.12. Compared to Fig. 3.12. as wr 111 Cnt ioncd above. we find 

that the lower bound on the reb ating temperature becomes higher for a sn1 aller rn a s. From 

Fig. 3.13 we get the lower bound on t he reheating temperature that Tn;:: 5.0 MeV (4.0 MeV) 

at 95 % C.L. for 8 11 = 1 (8 11 = w- 2) 
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F igure 3.13: Contours of t he confidence I vels for rn<P = 10 GeV for t he sante t heory param
eters as in F ig. 3.12. 

Itt Fig. 3.14 the lower bound on Tn as a function of mq, are plotted for (a) B11 = 1 and 

(b) B 11 = IQ- 2
. The solid lined notes 95 % C.L. and the dotted line denotes 68 % C.L. As 

it is expected , t he curve of the lower bound on Tn is a gent le monotonk decreasing function 
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• ln Fig. 3.14(a). we can see that Tn shoukl be higher U1arr 4 :\1cV at 95 % C.L. for 

B, = 1 in m<l> = 10 GeV- 102 TcVG. On the other hand, in Fig. 3. l 4(b) we find that tbe 

constraint gets milder for D, = 10- 2 . It is shown that Tn;::, 2.5 MeV is excluded at 95% 

C.L. for 8" = J0- 2 . In Fig. 3.4 we find that N~ff can b<.> allowed as mall as 2.8 for Bh = 1 

( 1.9 for 8 11 = JQ-2). As we show in the next section, thesc mod ifications 011 N~ff might he 

r.letccled by th future satc!JitP experiment . 

3.4.4 Summary of hadron injection 

] 11 this.<.> lion we have semr that the BBN constraint on the reheating tern pera ture becomes 

much more stringent if a massive particle has a branching to hadrous . For successfu l BD:'\ 

the r beating tcmperalmc should be higher t han 2.5- 4 MeV for t he brartching ratio B, = 

1 - JQ- 2 . The hadron injection general ly occurs if the late-time reheating is caused by the 

heavy particle with mass larger than ~ 1 GeV. Many candidates for the late-time reheating 

such as SUSY parti lcs and A a tons have such large m asses and hence the onstraint obtained 

here is crucial in const ructing particle physics models based Oll SUSY or thermal inflation 

lliOdcls. 
Por the lower limit of the reheating temperature, the effective number of the neutrino 

spe ie . :ff is given by 2.8 and 1.9 for B,. = 1 and 10- 2
, respectively. Since the limi t ing 

t 1npcrature is close to the neutrino decoupling temperature, t he dev iation of N~ff from t he 

standard value (i.e. 3) is small and hence t he detection may no t be easy. 

However , from more general point of view , it is possible that light particles with mass 

;::, 1 Ge ar responsib le for the late-time reheating. ln th is case, as seen in t he previous 

ti ction, the reheating t<>mperatures as low as~ 0.7 MeV are allowed. For such low reheating 

te1nperature. neutrinos can not be produced sufficiently. Thus t he effective number of the 

n utriJIO species ~tf becomes much less t han 3. This leads to very interes ting effects on 

tht' formation f large sca le structures a nd CMB anisotropies, which we discuss in the next 

scction. 

3.5 Constraints from Large Scale Structure and CMB 
anisotropy 

In this secti n, w discuss possibility to set constraints on the late-time entropy production 

from t he large scalt' structu re and Cl\1B anisotropies. Hereafter, we only consider flat universe 

models with cosmological constant w hich are suggested by recent distant Supernovae (Sl\e) 

surveys [60, 61] and mcasmcmcnts of CMB anisotrop.ies [62]. 

Tht> late-tit nr ent ropy production in Auences formation of the large scale structure and 

6Though we Lave adopted the experimcutal error of the each hadron interactior• cross section ~ 50% in 
the Monte Carlo simulation because of no data, the lower bou11d on Tn might become about 10% higher 
than the above values if we adopt the more sever experimental error as lO% il•stead of 50%. 
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F igure 3.14: Lower bound on Tn as a function of 1/!q, for the branching ratio of t he lladrouic 
decay mode (a) B" = l aud (b) B,. = w-2. The solid line denotes 95% C.L. and t h" dotted 
line denotes 68 % C.L. The right vert ical axis represents t he lifetime wh ich corresponds to 
Tn. 
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C)IJB anisotropies since thr matter-radiation quality epoch i shifted if t he effective number 

of rwutrino species changes. The ratio of neutrino density to black-body photon density is 

flv! P-, = (7/8) (4/ 11)'1/3 Nv· Therefore the redsh.ift of matter- rad iation equali ty can be writte11 

as a funct ion of Nv : 

(3.39) 

where !1
0 

is t l.te density parameter and h is t he non-dimeus ional Hubble constant normalized 

by 100km/s/Mpc. 
Let us now discuss dist ribution of galaxies on large sca les. For a quant itative analysis, 

we define t he n1attcr power spectrum in Fourier space as P (k) =< lt5kl2 
>,where "• is t he 

FouriPr t ransform of density fl uctuations and <> denotes the ensemble average. Hereafter , 

w<' assume the Hro: rison-Zcl'dovich power spectrum . which is moti vated by the in.flation 

scenario, as an initial shap of the power spectrum, i.e. , P (k) ex k. As .fluctuations evolve in 

t he C'x pa ndi11g uni ve rse, t he shape of t he power spectrum is cbangcd. One often introduces 

t he t ransfrr funct ion T(k) to describe t his modificat ion of the initial power spectrum as 

P(k) = AkT(k) \ wliC're A is an arbi tr ary const ant. In case of standard cold dark matt er 

( D:vl) domiuatrd models, Bardeen ct a!. [63] found a fi t ting formula: 

T(k) = ln (1 + 2·34q) [1 + 3.89q + (16. lq)2 + (5.46q)3 (6.71q)
4t 11 1

, 
2.34q 

(3.40) 

where q = kjQ
0
h2M p - I when the baryon density is negligible small compared to the t otal 

density. It is easy to explain why q is parameterized by !lo h.Z . This is because CDM density 

fluctuations cannot evolve and stagnate during a radiation dominated era. Only after the 

111att r-rad iation quali ty epoch, fluctuations can evolve. T herefore the CDM power spec

t rum has a peak which corresponds to the horizon scale of the matter-radiation equality 

epoch. 1u fact, the wave number of the horizon scale a t the equality epoch can be written 

ask,"'= } 2!10 (1 Zeq) H0. where Ho is the Hubble constant at present, t hat is proportional 

to !1
0
h2• ln t be ac-tual observat ions, distances in between galaxies are rn •asured in the units 

of h- 1Mpc. T herefor to fit the obs rvational data by the CD:vl ty pe power spectrum , we 

usu a l! ~· int roduce so-called shape pammet e1· f s = !10 /1. . It is known t hat we can fit the ga laxy 

distribu tion if r, "" 0.25 ± 0.05 [64] which suggests a low density universe. If the late-time 

out ropy production takes pia e, however , we ne u to take iuto account N~ff dependence of 

t h~ matter-radiation equali ty epoch (Eq . (3.39)). Therefore r. should be wri t ten as 

(3.41) 

\ c plot contours of r. ou !10 - N,~rr plan in Fig. 3.15. rt is shown that smaller 110 is preferable 

for .v~tr < 3 with th same value of f, . We a! o plot t he power spectra for !10 = 0.3 and 

h = 0.7 with different / 's in F ig. 3.16. Here we do not im ply employ the fi tting formula 
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bu t numerically solve the evolution of density fl uctuations [65]. It is shown that the p<'ak 

location of a model with smaller N~ff shifts to t hf' . nta ll ~ r scale (larger iu k) sincc small er 

N:ff makes the equali ty epoch earli r which r:neans the horizm1 scalt' at t h !'qua li ty epoch 

becomes smaller. \•Ve havc hope that current laregc sea l<' structrup survcys such a. 2DF a nd 

Sloan Digita l Sky Survey (SDSS) rnay determine t he precise v-a lue of r •. 

....... ....... 
Cl);::. 

4 

3 

z 2 

1 

0.2 0 .4 0 .8 1 

F igure 3.15: Contours of r, = 0.2 (bold ), 0.3. 0.4, 0.5 ar1d 0.6 on the (!10 , N~1f) plaJ1c for 
h= 0.7. 

Besides the shape of the power spectrum. the a mplitude is auother im portant observa

tional quantities to test models. On very large scales, t he amplitude of the power spec

trum is deterrnin •d by C:v!B an.isotropies which are measured by COBE/DMR [45]. Sin ce 

COBE/DMR scales a re rnucl1 larger than the horizon scale of the matter-rad iation equali ty 

epoch. however, it i not sensit ive to t he t ransfer function T (k) bu t the overall ampli t ude A. 

In order to compare tbe expected ampli t ude of the power spe ·trum from <'ach COY! model 

with large scale structure observations. we employ the specific m ass fluctuat ions withiu a 

sphere of a radius of 8h- 1!\1pc, i.e .. a8 which is defi ned as 

< (b!VI /M (R)) 2 
>R=sh- 'Mpc 

1/ 2( ( 2 
2

7r2 dkk P k)W kR) IR=si. - 'Mpc· (3.42) 

where W (kR) is a window fuJJCtion fo r which we employ a top bat sbap as W(kR) = 

3 (sin (k R) - kR cos(kR}) /(k R)3 . Eke ct a!. [66] obtained the observatioual va lu of a 8 which 
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Figu re 3.16: ).latter power sp ci. ra P(k) of CDM models with N~ff = 0.5, 2, and 3. We take 
no= 0.3, " = 0.7. an l nnh2 = 0.02 where no is th baryon density parameter. 
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is deduced from the ri h cluster auwtdancc at present a 

as = (0.52 ± 0.04)fli)0.5~+0 . 1 3no. (3.43) 

Other estimates of aa [67] arc agreed with thrir result . For CD\1 mod 1· wilh standard 

t hermal history, the value of 0'8 is a function of no and h. v\iith the latC'-t imC' reheating, 

however, as for fixed no and h becomes la1·gcr. The rcasou is followiug. Since we fix fl0 
and h, the normalization factor .4 is same regard less of the ,·alue of •:;ff . As i shown iu 

Fig. 3.16, the amplitude of the power spectrum on Bh- 1 :Vlpc, i.e .. a a. i · larger for smaller 

N~ff In Fig. 3.17. we show the allow d region on the fl0 - h plaue for N/ = 0.5. 2 and 3 

for COBE-norrnalized flat CDM mo leis with th Harrison-Zel'dovicl1 spectru nl. The shaded 

region satisfies the matcl1ing condition with the duster abundance Eq. (3.43). For fixed h, 
models with smaller N:;tr prefer lower !10. Recently, the HST key project on the Extragalactic 

Distance Scale has reported that h = 0.71 ± 0.06 (la) by using various d istant indicators [68] . 

From SNe measurements, flo = 0.28 ± 0.8 for flat models (sec Fig. 7 of [61]). COM model · 

with N;ff = 0.5 ~ 3 are still consistent with above value of h and !1o. Howev('r we expect 

furth er precise determinat ion of n0 , h (from distant SNc smveys and weasurem nts of CMB 

ar1 isotropies) and a 8 (from 2DF or SDSS) will set a stringent constraint on N~1f ar1d Tn. in 
near future. 

Finally we discuss the CMB constraint on Tn.. Let us introduce tcmperaturr angulaJ· 

power spectrum Ct where f. is the multi pole number of the spherical harmonic de ·om posit ion. 

The rrns teruperature anisotropy of CMB can be written as< !t.T/TI 2 >= I:1(2l+ l )Ct/471'. 

Using Ce, we can extra t various important information of cosmology, such as the curvature 

of the universe, !10 , cosmological constant, h and so on (sec, e.g. , [69]). Tn fact , we cau 

meas ure the matter radiation equality epoch by using the height of peaks of Ce. The peaks 

arc boosted during the matter-radiation equality epoch . If the matter- radiation equality is 

earlier, the correspondent horizon seal is smaller. Therefore we Pxpect lower heights C r 

first one or two peaks since these peaks are larger than the horizon scale at the equality 

epoch and do not suffer lhc boost ru is shown in Fig. 3.18. With t he present angu la r 

rcsolutious and sensitivit ies of COBE observation [45) or current balloon and grouJJd base 

experiments, however, it is impossible to set a constrain t on N,;tf It is expected that future 

satell ite experiments su h as ).i!AP [46) and PLA!\CK [47] will give us a usefu l infom1ation 

about N~1r From Lopez et a l. ·s analysis [44]. MAP and PLANCK have sensitivilies that 

JJV:ff;:: 0.1 (MAP) and 0.03 (PLAi\CK) includiug polarization data. even if a ll cosmological 

parameters are determined simultaneously (see also Fig. 3.18) . From such future observations 

of aaisotropies of C:VIB, it is expected that we can precisely determine Tn. 
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3.6 Lower bound of reheating temperature : Summary 

In this chapter wr have investigated the various cosmological effects induced by t he 

lale-tinJe entropy production due to th massive par ticle decay. T he neutrino distribution 

fu nct ions havr bee11 obtained by solving t he Boltzmann equations numerically. We have 

fou nd that .if t he large entropy is produced at a bout t ~ 1 sec. the neutrinos arc not ther

malized very well and hence do not have th perfect Fermi-Dirac distribu tion. The defi cits of 

t he neutrino distr ibu tion functions due to the insuffi cient t herm ali zat ion decrease the Hub

ble expansion rate a11d weaken the weak interaction rates between proton and neut ron. The 

abovr two eff -cts change the freeze-out value of nfp significantly. Especially t he produced 
1J-I e mass fraction Y is so sensit ive to nfp that t he predict ed value of Y is changed drastically. 

Comparing t he theoretical predictions of D , 4He and 7Li to the observat ional data , we have 

est.imat~d t h ~ lower bound on t he reheating temperature Ta after the ent.Topy production. 

Wr have found that Tn ;S 0.7 :Me is excluded at 95 % C.L. ln other wards, Tn. can be as 

low as 0.7 MeV. Then the effect ive number of neutriuo species N,~ff can be as small as 0.1. It 

is enougl1 sensit ive for t lJe ongoing la rg scale s tructw·c observations such a 2DF and 8088 
or futu r satr lli te experi ments (MAP aud PLANCK) of CMB aoisotropies t o detect such 

mod ificat ions u N/ a uc.l we can fi nd out the vestige of he late-t ime entropy production . 

F'urthcn nore, we have also studied the ase in whicl1 t he massive particle bas some decay 

modes in to quarks or gluons. In t hi s scenario, a lot of had rons, e.g. pions, kaons , protons 

a nd ncutr ns, which a rc originated by the fragmentation of t he high energ-y quarks and 

gluons. arc injected into t hermal bath. T he emitted hadrons extraordinarily inter-convert 

t.li e aw bicnt prot ons and ucutrons eaclt other through t he strong interaction even a fter the 

frePze-ou t. time of t he neutron to proton ratio nfp. Then t he p redict ed value of Y increases 

c.xt rmucly and we can constrain Tn and the branching ratio of the hadronic decay mode 

B,, comparing lo the observat ional light clement abundances. We have found Tn should be 

high r than 2.5 Me - 4 MeV a t 95 % C.L. for B4 = w-2 - l. The above results t ell us 

t hat N~ff can be as small as 1.9 - 2.8 even in the hadron injection scenario for B11 = w-2 -

1. T hcu it still may be possib le to detect the modifications on N~tr by MAP and PLANCK 
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Chapter 4 

Hadron injection from Primordial 
Black holes and BBN 

4.1 Evaporation of Primordial Black Hole and BBN 
overview 

Primordial black holes (PBHs) ru·e formed in the hot earl y Universe if overdr nsity of order 

of unity exists a nd a pert urbed region enters t he Hubble radius [70]. T hey serve as. a tmiqll <' 

probe o: pri mordial density fluctuations on sm all scales. For example, if 111 assivc compact 

halo ObJects (JVLL\CHOs) [71] found by gravitat ional microlcnsing observation toward tl1r 

Large Magellanic Clouds turn out to be t he PBHs, which origina te from lensity flu ctuat io115 
generated during infl;;~ t i on , we can determine model parameters of t he inflat ion model with 

high accuracy [72]. In fact , t his possibil ity is attracting more attention these clays because 

none of the conventional candidates of MACHOs are pla usible from various astrophysical 
cons1deratJons and observations. 

Even the nonexistence of PBHs over some mass ranges , however. would provide u cful 

informations on the primordial spectrum of density flu ctnatiOHS. ln this sense it is very 

tmportant t o obtam accurate constraints on the abunda nce of PBF!s on each mass scale. 

Cosmologi cal constra ints on t he mass spectrum of t he PBHs can be ·lassified to three 

classes. The first one applies to heavy black holes wi th mas M > 4 x 1ol•lg whk h have 

not evaporated by now. Curre11 t mass dens ity of such holes should not exceed t he total 

mass density of the universe. More stringent constraints are obtained from t h . n1i rolr> nsiug 

exp enments on holes wi t h sub-solar masses [71]. The second class is due to the radiat ion of 

high energy particles from evaporating black holes [73, 74]. Va rious constraints have been 

imposed from primordial big-bang nucleosy nt hcsis (BBi\') [7~ 76 7-, 78 79] · · . u, , , , , JlllCrowave 

background radiation [80], and gamma-ray background radi ation [81]. F inally, t here may be 

yet auothcr class of constraints if P BHs do not evaporate completely but leave relics witl1 

mass of order of the Planck mass or larger [82]. T heir mass density shou ld remain small 
enough. 

The purpose of this cha pter is to reanalyze the effects of evaporat ing primordial black 
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hole on BBK in order to improve constra ints on their mas pectrum . Although ex tensive 

work was done on this issue i11 1970s just after !J1c idea of PBH was proposed , to our 

knowledge, it has not b en stud ied almost two decades now, and old constraint a re st ill 

usrd in the Li t raturc [ 3, 84]. In order to compare the prev ious work with t he modern view 

of B I3 :-i and high energy physics, we start wit h a brief reYicw of what bas been done on the 
subject. 

Va iner and \Tasel'skii [75] studied the effects of t he injectiou of high-energy neutrinos 

and an tineut rinos which cl1ange the epoch of the freeze out of the w ·ak interactions a nd 

also t he neutron-to-proton ratio at the onset of thC' nucleosynthesis. T his resul ts in t he 

increase of '1 He. Demandi ng that its primordial a bundance, l ~, should satisfy Yp < 0.33. 

t.bey concl uded the ratio of t he energy density of PBH to that of baryons should be smaller 

thau 10 - 104 for holes with mass M = 109 - 3 x 10 11 g. T his a pproxi mately corresponds to 

{3(M) < 10- 22 - t0- 19 , wher {3(M) is the ini t ia l fraction of PBI-ls wit h mass A/ to the total 

energy density of t he universe when t he horizon mass is equal toM . i.e. {3(M ) = (Pall / Ptotl;· 

T hese a utho.rs a lso studied the effec ts of cntrop ,. generation from PBI-ls but t hey obta ined a 

m odest constrain t t hat the energy density of the relevant holes should be smaller t ha11 that 
of the photons at evaporat iou. 

:VI ore detaiJetlHnmcrical aualysis of the latter effec t was done by ::.1iyam a and Sato [76] , 

who ca lcula ted th · effect of entropy production from PBHs with mass ]JIJ = 109 - 10 13g 

evaporating during or alter the uucleosynthcsis. If thcs PBHs were too abundant , t he 

baryon-to-ent r py ratio at t he uucleosynthesis should b increased which would resu lt in 

overp roduction of '1He aud underprod uction of D. T hey demanded tha t Yp < 0.29 and t hat 

mas fraction of D should be larger than 1 x 10- 5 . If we approxi mate t heir resul t wit h a 
single power law, we find 

(4. 1) 

for M= 109 - 101·3g. where M 10 = M/1010 g. 

Zel'dovich ct a ! [77], on t he other hand , studied the effect of emission of high-energy 

nucleons and a nt i nucleons from PBHs. They claimed such emission would increase deuterium 

abundance due to captur of free neutrons by protons and spallation of 1He by emi tted 
par ticles. T heir roncl usions were 

.B(M) < 6 x l0- 18i\1;Q112
, 

< 6 X 10- 22 j\1Uj1/ 2' 

< 3 x w - 23 J\1~62, 

< 3 X 10- 21 /lf;Q1 /2, 

for M = 109 - 1010g, 

forM = 10 10 - 5 x l0 10g, 

for M= 5 x 1010 - 5 x 10 11 g , 

for M= 10 11 - 1013g. 

(4.2) 

Vainer , Dryzha.kova, and :'ia~e l 'skii [78] then performed numeri ca l integrat ion of nu

clcosynthcsis uetwork in t he presence of neut ron-antineutron i11jection, taking t he neutron 
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lifetime to be 918(±14) sec and using the observational data Yp = 0.29 ± 0.04 and the mass 

fraction of D to be 5 x 10-s T hey calcul ated spal lation of 4Hc and resultant extra produc

t ion of D ass uming t hat PBHs were produced out of sca le-inva ri ant density fluctuations. As 

a result t hev obtained the constTaint f3 < I0- 2ti for t he relevant mass range. 

Lindley l79] considered another effect of evapora ting PBHs with mass M > 1010g, namely, 

photodissociation of deu terons produced in t he nuclcosynthcsis. He fo und the constramt 

(3 :53 x w -zo M :&2
, and concluded that ph otodestruction was comparable to the extra pro

duction of deuterons d iscussed in [77]. 

Since t hese papers were wri tten, both observationa l data of light elements and t he neutron 

lifetime have changed considerably [85]. More imp orta nt , h owever , is the change iJJ ou r ' ' iew 

of high euergy physics of t h uergy scale relevant to PI3Hs evaporati ng i.n t he nu leosynthes is 

era. That is. hadrons arr not em itted in t he for m of nucleons or mesons bnt as a quark

gluon jet in ~he moderu view of quant um chrornodynamics (QCD) . T hus we sh uld adopt 

t he E lementary Par t icle Picture of Carr [74] and ass ume that clem ntary part1cles 111 the 

standard model a rc emitt ed {rom P I3Hs an d they generate jets. In fact. t he number of 

jet-generated particles far Pxceeds that of d irectly emitted counterparts. u 1 this sense the 

previous calcul ation of BB:'i in the presence of evaporating P BI-I s shou ld be ent irely rev1scd. 

T he above procedure has already been taken in the analysis of cosmic rays from evaporatmg 

P BHs [86]. We incorporate emission of various hadrons from PBH-originatcd jets to I3I3N 

for t he first t ime. 
We adopt a simple and conventional view t hat PBHs are produ ecd wit h a single mass, M , 

when t he horizou mass is equal to N! , namely at t = 2.4 x 10- 29 lYiw sec= I !"'"' ' and obtaiu 

an improved const raints on their ini t ial abu ndance at each mass scale. Recent numerical 

ca lcula tio11s of PBH formation, however , have revealed t he mass sp ct.rum of P BHs spreads 

rather widely even if t he spectrum of primordial density fiuctuati011 is sharply peaked on a 

specific scale [87, 88]. In particul m·, the authors of [87] discovered t he critica l behavior a nd 

its cosmological consequences h ave been discussed in [89]. I3y convolving our resul ts Wi th 

the mass functions obtain ed in these papers, one can obtain constra ints on PB H formatwn 

in more realisti c sit uations. 

When PBHs evaporate and emit var ious part icles in the BBN epoch, i.e. at T = 10:vleV 

- 1keV, such high energy par t icles interact with the ambi nt photons , elect rons and nucleons 

a nd t hey finally t ransfer a ll the kiJJCtic energy i11t o t he thermal bath through t he electro

magnetic interactio11 or the strong interaction. T hrough the above proces .. such dangerous 

high energy particle possibl induce t he various effects on t he background and change the 

statJdard scenario considerably. 
Once quark-antiquark pa irs or gluons a re emit ted from a PBR, a lot of hadrons, e.g. 

pions, kaons and nucleons (protons and n eutrons) a rc produced t hrough their hadronic frag

mentation. T hey inter-convert t he ambieut protons and neut rons each oth er through t he 

strong i11teraction . If t he inter-conversion ra te betwecJJ n ut rons an d protons b~comes ~argc 

again after the freeze-out time of the weak interactions in thE' standard I3Bl\ (SBB\) or 
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t ~ 1 sec, the protons which arc more abundant thau the ueutrons at t hat time are changed 

into neutrons. That is. this results iu an excess of uentrons compared to SBBN. T herefore, 

the hadron iujcction significantly infiueuccs the freeze-out value of t he neutron-to-proton 

ratio and the fi1tal abundances of 4 H , D and 7Li arc drastically changed. In this case it is 

cxpedcd that both 1He and D tend to become more abundant thaJt irt SBBi'\. If P BRs are 

so mas ive that they continue to ern it particles even after '1 He arc produced , then spa llation 

of 11-!<' due to high energy particles will tend to increase t he fina l D 1. ln t his ch apter , as a 

first , <'P of the fuJI analysis, we concentrate on the low-mass PB Hs and consider only t h 

fonner ffects. The latter issue will be addressed in a separate publication [94.] . 

Reno and Seckel [57] investigated tl1e detail of tlte physi a ! rnechanjsm and the influences 

of the hadrou injortion frolll long-li ved massive decaying particles 0 11 BBN. T hey constrained 

th p<trcnt paiiiclc's lif<'timc and t he number density comparing the theoretical pred iction 

of tit light I mcut abundances with the observational data. Here we basically follow th ir 

lrealmcnt a11d apply it to ti t ·had ron injection originated in t he PBH evaporation. 

4.2 Evaporation and Jets 

F irst we bri ·fly summarize basic resul ts of PB H evap orat ion . As was first hown by 

Haw ki ug [73], a black hole wit h mas M em its thermal railiation wit h the t emperature given 

by 

1 ' - IT Tn11 = -G 
1 

= 1.06,vl 10 cV. 
87T lt ' 

(4.3) 

Moro precisely, a ncutra l n n- rotating black hole emits patt i lcs wit h energy b etween Q and 

Q dQ at a rate 

(4.4) 

whcrC' s is tue spin of lhe emitted part icle. r, is its dimensionless a bsorpt ion coeffi cient whose 

ftmctional shape i found in [90]. It is related with the a bsorpt ion cro s section a,(M, Q) a 

r,(.i\1, Q) = Q2a,(M, Q)j1r. In t he high-energy limit Q » T. a, approaches to t he geometric 

opti s limit a9 = 27?TG2 M 2 

T it average en rgi<'S of a nculrino, an electron. and a photon aTe given by Ev = 4.22Tn11 , 

Ee = .J .l 8Tnu , 31ld E1 = 5.71Tnn. respectively. T he peak energy of t he fl ux and t hat of the 

p wer a re within 7% of t he a bove values [91]. Averaging over degrees of freedoms of quarks 

artd gluons in Lhc standard model, we find the average euergy E = 4.4Till-l· 

NlacGibbon c labor~ted on the lifet ime of a PBH, Ton , summ ing up tlte contribut ion of 

1 This situation has b 1 studied in [93J in the context of late-decaying particles. 
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all t he emi tted part icles aud integrating t he mass loss rat<' 

dAfw _ _ _, _
2 

_
1 dt - -v.3.J X 10 j(lll) i\JJ10 SC'C , (4.5) 

over the lifet ime [92]. The result is approximately given by 

(4.6) 

Here f (M) is a function of the munber of cro.itted particle specie. normali ~<'d to unity for 

]l,f » 10
17

g hole which emit only photons, t hree generations of o utrinos rutd a nti- n<'ul r.inos. 

aud gravitons. Depending on the pi n s, each relativistic degree of frc('dOLll contributes to 
f(M) as [92] 

fs=O = 0.267, fs=l = 0.060, fs=3f2 = 0.020, j 8=2 = 0.007, 

fs=l/2 = 0.147 (ueutra l), f s= t;2 = 0.142 (cha1·ge =±e). 
(4 .7) 

Summing up cont ributions of aJI the particles in the standard model, we .find /{iii) = 14.3-1. 
In t his case t he lifetime reads 

TBJI = 435M~0 sec, (4.8) 
or 

M = 1.32 x 109 ( Tau ) t . ( lscc g 4.9) 

Thus a. PBH evaporating by the end of BBN t ~ 103 sec has a mass M _::: 1010g and the 
temp erature T811 2: 1TeV. 

For such a PBH with temp erature higher than t he QCD sca le, Aqco ~ 1Q2·"McV, it lt as 

been aJ·gued [91] that part icles radiated from it can be regarded as asymptotically frre at 

emission. T he emit ted quarks and gJuons fragment into further quarks and gluons unti l they 

cluster into the observab le hadrons when they have traveled a dis tauce A(ibo ~ w - tJCJU. 

T he hadron jet thus produced wou ld be similar to t hat prod uced in e+<- aJtnihilation. 

We now estimate t he average number of the emitted hadron species H; per jC't as 

(4.10) 

where (Nd,) is the averaged charged-particle multiplicity which represents the total number 

of the charged particles emitted per two hadron jets, / 11, is the number fraction of the hadron 
spec ie H; t o all t he emitted charged particles. 

Here it is reasonable to assume t hat t he averaged charged particle mult iplicity (Nch) is 

independent of the the source because the physical mechan ism which govern. the production 

of hatlron jets is quite similar and docs not depend on the detai l of the origin only if the high 

eJJergy quark-antiquark pairs or gluons are emitted . We adopt tLc data which are obtaiu d 

by t he e+e- co llidcr experi ments. We have the fol lowing fitting fu11Ction for ,;s = 1.4 - 172 
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GcY [.:> ]. which is discnssrd in the last chapter. sec Eq. (3.32). 

(Nch) = L73 0.268exp (1.42/ln(:;/!1.1)) · (4.11) 

Hl'!'c we !Javc taken /1 = 1 GcV. We assigned systematic errors of 10% for JS = 1.4 - 7.8 

GcV ancl we can find the plots for the center of mass energy JS = 1 GcV - 300 GeY and 

jS = 1 GcV - LOOTeV in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10. When we apply the ~suits of the e+e

collidcr experinwuts lo the case of PBH evaporation. we take jS = 2£ as the energy of 

two hadron jets from the PBH evaporation because we assume that two hadron jets arc 

induced per one quark-anliquark pair em.ission here. Th ·n we can approximately estimate 

thr average energy of an emitted hadron species H, as £11, :e E/(Na,)-
Thc next issue is to find fu.- In this thesis we adopt t he experimenta l data off u, at 

jS = 91.2 GcY. which is the highest energy for which these data are available [32]. and we 

assUJne that J11, do not change significantly in the energy range jS :e 100 GeV- 20 TeY. 2 

Frolll the table· of Jrr, in [32] we must estimate effective !IT; for each hadron sp ecies on the 

relevant t i11 1C scale. That is. we must also take into accou ut the decay products of those 

particles whose l.if 1 imc is too short to affe t BBN. 

Let us c• timatc the t irnc scale at which we should estimate Jrr,. The emitted hadrons 

do not scatlcr off the alllbie11l nuclrons directly. At first the emitted high energy hadrons 

scaltt'r off tue background photous aud electrons because t hey are much more abundaut. 

f ban the nurlrons . For the most part of the epoch at the cosmk timl' t :S 10·' sec, as wc 
cau sec later, it is cxpcctC'd that the emHted particles arc quickly thcrmalized and th y 

hav the kinetic equi libri um di tributions before they interact with the ambient nucleons. 

ln addition as we show iu Sec. 4.'1 , it i reasonable to treat the emitted hadrons to be 

hom grneou~ly distribut d . T hen we usc the thermally averaged cro s sections (av)~'-.N' 
for the str ng i'll teraction between hadron H; and the ambient nuclcou N, where N denotes 

proton J) or neutron n. As we discussed in the last hapter , for a hadron interaction process 

N H, -f ' + · · ·, t he st rong interaction rate is estimated by 

If, ~ a. - 1 ( 'r/i ) ((av)~'-.N') ( Tv )
3 

r N N' - 10 sec fN JQ- 9 l Omb 21\lcV (4.12) 

where n~· is t h numb r ucnsity of the nud on sp cies N. ry, is the initial baryon to photon 

ratio(= na/n1 al T.2:JO::\ltN) , na = n, nn denotes t he baryon number density, fN 

n.v/na , and Tv is the neutrin temperature 3 . 

2TI1c above cncrg,v range i> nppro.'<imatcly th PI3H's temperature corresponding to the lifetime 713 11 = 
to-• · 104 sec. For J.'?, 350 GcV, t-t pairs would !Jc produ cd and they would change tl1e form of the 
charged particle multipli ity and the hadron fraction . Since we do uot ha.vc the experimental data. for such 
high energy regions, we extrapolate (N,,) to the higher energy regions ami we take fu. as a constant. 

J·n.e Tv <kpoml nee comes from tlwt the baryon number density decrease as •la <X R(t) -3 and the 
scale factor exactly decrease as R(t) T;; 1 while the universe adiabatically expands. If large entropy is 
produced, the above relation mus be chang d. In the hadron injection scenario , however, t he large entropy 
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Thus all we need to consider are pa rticle wit h lifetimC' larger than O(Jo- 8) SC'C. The 

correspond ing mesons art' 1r+, 1r-. ](+, I\-, ami K L aud the baryons are 7J. p. n, audIT. 

We have t h ·rcfore calculated thr fi11al yield of these particles prr two jets, r,u, , out f Table 
38.1 of f32]. The re, ults a re: 

n'+ = 14.1 , n•- = l.J . I. 

'l lg+ = 1.67, 1lK - = 1.67, 1lK1. = 1.19 

nP = rl = 0.772, n" = n" = 0.772. 

(4. 13) 

In estimating n" we have assw ned t hat the number of nrutrons emitted di rect ly from a jrt 

is the same as that of protons. Then we obtain the number f1·action fH, b~· 

nul 

fn. = (Nc~,(fi=91. 2GeV))' (4.14) 

4 .3 Hadron injection and BBN 

4.3.1 H adron scattering off t he background particles 

When there arc suffi cient electrons and positrons in the ur1ivcrs (T .2: 0.025 l\lc\1). it is 

expected that such dtargcd mesons are quickly t hermalized through the Coulomb sca ttering. 

Since t he stopping time to lose the relativistic energy is estimated as 

Ten :e w - l -l scc(E/ GcY)/(T/ M Y)1 (4.15) 

where E is the kinetic energy of a charged meson , the long- li ved charged wesous are thcr

rnalized and scatter off the ambient nucleons by the t hreshold cross srct ion before t hey dl'Cay 

[57]. The thernrally averaged cross sections for 'II'± are obtained by [57] 

(a'U)~:P = 1.7 rub, 

(av);:n = 1.5C~(T) mb, 

(4.16) 

(4 .1 7) 

where QH; (T) is t he Coulomb correction factor. Because the reactio11 p + 1r- -f n + · · · is 

enhanced due to the opposite-sign charge of the initial state particles, we correct the strong 

interaction rates by multiplying 0 11
• (T) to that which arc obtai ri(Xl by igJ•oring tl1e Coulomb 

corrections. The Cou lomb correction factor is estimated by 

C 11•(T) = 21r~,(T) 
1 - e 2~{.(TJ , (4.18) 

production region is severely excluded. Therefore Eq. (4.1 2) is a good cslim~te of th~ lillie scale of the 
hadron interactions. 
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where (,(T) = o/tt,/2T. n is the flue structure constant and fli is the reduced mass of the 

hadron H, aud the nucleon. 

The cross sectiou& for [{ - arc obtained by [57] 

(av):,<_:P = 26 mb, 

(av):,<_:, = 34 mb. 

(av)~ .. = 31CK(T) mb, 

(au);_;P = l4.5CK(T) mb. 

(4.10) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

Following Reno and Seck('] [57] we ignore [(+ interaction because n + [(+ -t 7J + K0 is the 

C'lldotlH'rm it reaction wh ich ha Q = 2.8 ~ leV. 

O u the other band , alflong neutral kaons, K 1, bas a long lifet ime 0(10- 8) sec. Si nce 

J(L docs not slop through the electro-magnetic interacti ons, we adopt the following strong 

intcractiou eros: se ·tions which a re obta ined by t he initial energy distribution in t he hadron 

fragrn eutation [57]. 

(av),~.!:.P = 7 nib , 

(av):[.!:,, = 10 mb, 

(av)~~n = 7 mb, 

(av);.!;P = 10 rnb. 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

As for t il l' cruitlcd high energy nucleons, we should treat t he thcnnalization process more 

carefull y b cau t he stopping process is not so simple. Proton and ant iproton arc stable and 

we should worry about the effi cien y to Jose t he kin ti c energy at the lower temperature. 

At I ast T ;:::_ 0.02 M~V , pro ions are quickly t hennalizcd through Coulomb scattering off 

t il(' cJ ct rons a nd luversc ompto n scattering off the photons. For t;:::. 3 x 103 sec, on the 

other band, the st pping procos:s of proton proceeds thr ugh t he nuclear colli sions with the 
ambient protons and light clements. In thi case such high energy protons may induce the 
1 He fis. ions because ·I He has a lready been synthes ized at a rourrd t ::= 300 sec. For neut ron 

anJ antineut ron the efficiency of t he thermalization is more severe. Ke utrons arc efficieutly 

stopp('(] by the d ectron sca t tering until T ::= 0.09MeV. T hu the late t ime emis:sion of t h 

high ncrgy ncutrou w uld induce the light element fissions . How ver, in this thesis we t reat 

tir e neutrons as if lh y arr approx imately thermali zed in the eutire parameter range b ca us 

we arc primarily concerucd with lhe effects of low-mas:s PBH here. We follow the Reno and 

crkel 's treatment that a nucleon-aulinucleon pair is regarded as a meson N N. Then the 

N N rncsou iuduccs thr in ter-couvcrting reactions likeN+ N' + · · · and the thermally 

avcra11ed tro clions arc given by [57] 

(av)~~n = 37 mb, (4.27) 
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(av);!, = 28 mb, 

(av)~.-.p = 28 mb. 

(al•):t.P = 37 mb. 

(4.2 ) 

(·1.29) 

(4.30) 

The a bove treatment nray underrst imale the dcut riurn abundance brcausc it will be pro

duced by t he hadro-d issociat ion of '1Hc if PBHs arc o massivr that they c ntinue to em it 

high-energy hadrons vcn after "He are formed. The hadron-induc<'d dissociation procrss 

of the light clements "@be di cussed in a separate paper [94] . For the other mrsons and 

baryons whose lifetimes a rc much horter. e.g. 1r0 -t 2-y with r,o ::= O (l0- 16) rc, they 

qu ickly decay into t he standard pa rticle and do not influence the trurdard scenario. 

On the other hand , for the even longer lifetime rn 11 ;:::_ 10 1 sec , th<'rr is aJlOih<'r intcrc. L

ing effects on I3I3:\'. The emilt<'d photons or charged particles induce the clc tro-nragnNic 

cascade showers and produce many soft photons. T heir P<' t runr has a cutoff al E'.;'a' ::= 

m~/(22T) , where m. is the electron ruass [55]. If s;;ax exceeds the b i~tdiu g cnrrgics of thr 

light clements , these photons dissociate light clements and change the ir abu~rdan ccs. Tn 

fact , the energy of the photon spectrum which a re produced by thr PBH evaporat ion at 

t;:::_ 10
4
(106

) sec ex ecds the deuterium (''He) binding ene rgy B~ ::= 2.2 (8 1 ::= 20) MeV. Ju 

th is case PBH's number d nsity and the lifetime ru·c severely constrained by the bservationa l 
data of the light clement abundances [79]. 

4.3 .2 Formulation 

As we m ntioncd in t he previous section, t he hadron cru i. sion mecha nism by the PI3H 

evaporation at t;5104 sec induces extra interactious b<'lwecn ellli tlcd had rons and ambient 

nucleons. That is, they enhance the inter-converting in teract ion ra tes bclwcru nrutron ru rd 

proton even after the weak interactions has already frozen out in the standard sceua rio a nd 

the freeze out values of n/p ratio can be incrl'ased. Tire 1inrP evolution f l hl' P13H 's mass 
is given by 

M In.u..::L • 
{ 

l 

/lf(t) = 0 ( 'lliO ) (for t :5ran) . 
(for TBII :5 l) , 

wb re M is the initial mass of PI3H when it was formed. 

(4.31) 

Then the time evolu tion equations for the number density of a nucleon N(= p, n) is 

represented by 

ddnN + 3H (t)nN = [ddnN ] - B,J(t) (KN N'- J(N, N) · 
t t STIBN 

(4.32) 

wh re H (t) is the cosmic expansion ra te, [dnN/dt]saaN denotes the cont ribution from the 

s tandard weak interactiou rates l 5] a nd nuclear intcra ·tion rates, IJ,, is the lr adronic brand r

ing ra tio, J (t) denotes t he rnission rate of the hadron jet per unit t ime a nd K N-+ , denotes 

the average number of the transition N --+ N ' per one hadron jet emission. The emission 
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rate of the hadron jet is cstiiUalcd by 

() 
_ n 8.n(t) dM(t) 

J t - E(t) dt . (4.33) 

whPre n011 (t) is the number density of the PBHs. 

Though PI3Hs gPnC'rally mit uot only quarks a nd gluons Ju t also all lighter partie! 

specic·s than the telllperaturc of PBH, the em itted neutrinos, photons and the other electro-

1nagnetic particles do not influence the light elrment abundar•ces ~gni~ca ntly f~r. the rela

tively short JiC .time. A we noted in the prev1ous scct10n, for rsn"' 10 sec the WJectJOu of 

ph ton or the other electro-magnetic particles do not induce tbt> photo-dissociation of the 

light elemeuts. On the other band , the emitted neutrinos sca tter off the background neutr_•-

11 05 and produce t he electron-positron pairs. Although they also induce the electro-magnetic 

cascade, we shou ld not be worried about photo-dissociation for the same reason. Hence 

we concentrate on tit effects of hadron injection in t he BB epoch. T hen the resul tant 

upp r bound on the a bundance of PBHs, /3, turns out to be propor tional to B,~ 1 • Below we 

analyze the case nh = l , b caus its magnitude is not precisely known , although we expect 

n, = 0(0.1 - 1). Anyway the onstraint for other cases with IJ,. # 1 can easily be obtained 

frow the above scaling law. 

The average li UII Ibl'r of t hC' t ransition N -> N' per jet is expressed by 

! , ""' Nn•RII' \ N--tN' = 0 N--+N'· (4.34) 
II, 

wh rc H, runs the hadron species which arc relevant to t he nucleon inter-converting reactions, 

rr, drnot - the average number of the emitted hadron specirs H, per jet which is given by 

Eq. (3.31) a nd R~'._,N' den tes the probability that a hadron species H; induces the nucleor1 

trans iti u N '. The transition probability is estimated by 

(4.35) 

where f
11

• = ri/1 is the dl'cay rate of the hadron H;, r~~~ is the total absorption rate of 
- I . . . K H, . For K 1,, which is not sl pped, the decay rate 1s approxnnately estunated by rde~ = 

rn 1,jEK1. r'i(~ whcrC' EK,. is the averaged enc1·gy of the ernitt<'d K, .. 

4 .3.3 Observational constraints 

The deta ils of the rcc nt observational light ele111 ent abundanccs w('re discussed in Sec 2.1. 

In this section , however. in order to get the onscrvativc bound for the hadron injection 

induccu by P13H cvaporati n, we adopt the following mild observational bounds due to 
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some ambiguities in the spectrum of the emitted hadrons, 

Y" :::; 0.252 (2a), 

D/ H :::; 4.0 x 10- :. (2a) 

3.3 x w-" :::; 7Li/H :::; 9.2 x w- 10 (2a), 

where we summed all t he errors in quadrature. 

4-4 Results 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

(4.3 ) 

In this sect ion we compa re the theoretica l predictions of the light-cl ment a buudam'C'S 

in t he hadron iujcction scl'nar·io with th(' obscnrational coust ra in t . l\'ow we bav l hrce ftw 

parameters, the baryou to photon rat io TJ, the PI3H's lifetime rn 11 • aHd t he initial ntllnb<'r 

density of the PBH normalized by the entro py den ity, s. 1'8 n = nnn/>J. We sta rt tl!e BB.\1 

ca lculation at the cosmic te111pera ture T = 100 MeV. Since 1/ is the va lue a t prCSC' Ut ti JnP, 

the initial value 7); should be set to an appropriate valuc wl1ich turns out to t he prcsC'nt 11 

after the possible entropy production due to PBH eva poration a.ud tl1r photon healing du 

to e+e- ann ihilation. As w(' JJoted in the previous sections. the lifetime rn n characterizes nol 

only the decay cpoch. but also the PBH's initial mass M and the initia l PI3H teJUpcraturC' 

Ton. Here we can relate Ynn to t he initial mass fra Lion /3 by th following equation: 

(J 54 102 1 ( r sn ) t l' = . X -- 1311· 
1 sec (4.39) 

Since the hadr n injectiou trnds to increase the produced D ami 4 He abundancC's in 

the present situation, the parameter range of 17 is necessarily restri ct d to a narrow region 

if we adopt a set of t il observat ional upper bounds for D and '1 He. ln this situ ation the 

baryon-to-photon ratio i roughly restricted in T/ = (4 .. 7 - 8.6) x 10- 10 • 

In Fig. 4.1 we plot the upper bounds for (J which con•c from the observat ional constraint 

of '
1
He, D and 7Li for the PBH mas M = 108 - 3 x 10 10g at fJ = 6.0 x JQ- •o Th<' a bove 

mass range corresponds to thC' lifetime run= 4.4 x w- t- 101 s c. As we notPd earli rr, t he 

shorter lifet ime, r 8 H :S w-2 s c, do not affect the freeze-out val u of njp and do not cltangr 

any predictions of SBI3\". f-lowev<'r, if the lifetime becomes rnn ~ w-2 sec, the freeze-out 

value of njp ratio is increased b_v the hadron- induced inter-converting interactions and t it£' 

produced neutron increase the ~ He abundauce because most of the free neut rons burned 

into '
1
He through D. Then PI3H a bundance is strongly const rained by the upper bound 

of the observational ~ He abundance. For rsH ~ 102 sec, s iucc the prod uced free D can no 

longer burn into 4 He, t he C'xtra free neutrons remain in D. TbCJJ (3 is severely const rained 

by the upper bouud of t he obs<'rvational D/ H. Though 7Li abunda nce traces D abu udance 

for the longer lifetime rn11 ~ 102 sec and is produced more than SBB\" at the relatively high 
17 (~ 3 x 10-' 0

) , the constraint is much weaker than D. 
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FigmP 4.1: Upper bounds for f] which come from the observational constraints of 4 He (so lid 
line) , D (dashed line) and 7 Li (dotted line) as a function ofthe PBH's mass at 17 = 6.0x 10- 10 
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Figu re 4.2 : The most conservative upper bounds for 4 He (solid line) , D (dashed line) and 7 Li 
(dotted line) as mild as possibl in the parameter region 1710 = 4.7- 8.6, where 1110 = rJ X l0 10 

Here we take "LowD" as a deuterium observational constraint. 
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1n Pig. 4.2 we plot th mot ons rvativr bounds in the parameter rcgiou T/ = (4.7 -

8.6) x 10- w F'or ron .:::,-1 x L02 scc such a bound is obtained by Yp at f/ = 4.7 x 10-
10 

For 

4 x 102 ;::_ 7'B JI ;::_ JO' sec. tlw prC'diction of D/H at 'fJ = 8.6 x 10- 10 gives the most conservative 

bound for (:J, I,ut constraints in this region is uot quanlitati\'rly accu rate because we did not 

includ spallation of 1lle produced. 
Pi11 allv wr rsti111atc the number of Pl3Hs within the ucutron diffusion length d,,(t) at 

t = r 1311 . The ncutrou diffusion length is given by [96] 

( 
T ) -~ ( u1 )-t 

dn(l) = 5.8 x 102 1 :\1eV 3 X 1Q-30cm . (4.40) 

whrrc u1 is a transport eros S<'tt ion. l.Jsiug Eq. (4.8), the uumbcr ofPBHs with in the hori zon 

length at t = TnJI is givrn by 

1 

Nu(rBil) = ( Tan) 
2 

f3 = 7.7 X W'6M~of3· 
tform 

Then th number of PB Hs within the ueutron diffusion l<'ngth is estimated by 

(for ron = 1 sec), 
(for Ton = 103 sec). 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

Compared to Figs. 4.1 4.2. we ca11 sec that th<'re exist sufficiently many PBHs within the 

neutron diffusion lrngth in the rcl('vant paraJnetcr paces in which we are interested and the 

nu1ubcr of Pl3Hs is b ('rvationally constrained . Therefore it is justified that we can take 

lhl' cmittrd hadrons as a homogeneously distributed background. 

4.5 Constraints of the PBH evaporation : summary 

Wr have investigated the iJ1fiuence of hadron inject ion from ('vaporating PBHs in th<' 

<'arly stage oftlt(' ClBN <'poch (t:::: 10- 3 - 10'1 sec). The above lifetimes correspond to the mas 

range of Pl3Hs A! :::: 108 - 3 x I 010g. vVhcn quark-autiquark pairs or gluons are emitted from 

PBH, thry iuuncdiatcly fragniCHt into a lot of hadrons (pions, kaons and li ttle nucleons) 

and the produc cl hadron jl•ls ar(' injc ted into the thermal plasma which is constituted 

by photon , rlcctrons al!ll nucleons. After the emitted hadrons arc sufficiently stopped 

through tlw dcctr -magnetic interaction with the ambient photon ru1cl electrons, they can 

scattrr off th<' ambi~nt nucleons and they i~1tcr-convert proton and neutron each other. 

A· a resu lt more 11 utrons a re produced and the synt lu.'sized light element abundances arc 

drastically changed. ln particular, ·'He amiD abundances arc very sensitive to the neutron 

abundance and tend Lo increase in this scenru·io. om paring with the observational data , we 

ca n constrain P[lll 's density and their lif<:'l imc. Thc hadJ'On injection wh ich are originated 

by the direct quark-antiquark pairs or gluons emissiou from Pl3H - has never considered at 
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a ll in the literature. In this chapter we pointC'd out that the haclron inducC'd inter-convf'rting 

interactions between protous and neutrons arc very imp01tant and thC' energy density of 

PBH is severely constrained by the observational data. 

We obtain the following upper bounds for thC' initial ma -s fraction of P8H ;J as a func

tion of the init ial mass of PBH when they arc fo rmed ,J :::_ I0- 20 (for 10M g.:::, AI:::_ JQ 10g) aud 

f3 :::_ 1o- 22 (for 10 10g :::_AI :::_ 3 x 101og). 
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Chapter 5 

Radiative decay of a long-lived 
massive particle and BBN 

5.1 BBN +X 
In this scetion, wo di. rus · the implications of a radiativcly decaying particle X for BB:\ · 

For tbi. purpose, we first discuss the behavior of the photon spectrum induced by X. Then 

we show the abundauc~s of tlw ligbt clements. including the effects of the photodissociatiou 

indur d by S . 'om paring thesE' abundan es with observations, we con train the parameter 

space for 'T) and X . 

5.1.1 Photon Spectrum 

] 11 ord.:'r to discuss the effect of high-energy photons on BBN. we need to know t he shape of 

t.he photon spectn1 111 induced by tb primary high-energy photons from X decay. 

Inlhc background thermal bath (which, in our case, is a mixture of pl1otons ')'nc, electrons 

eiic· and 11 uckons N 8 c). high-energy photons lose their energy by various cascade processes. 

lu the ra cadc. the photon spectrum is induced , as discussed in various li terature [99] . The 
important proc·esses iu our ca c arc: 

• Double-photon pair neatiou ('y + 'Yoc -7 e+ + e- ) 

• Photou-photon altering ('y l'llG -7 ') + 'l') 

• Pair creatiou in nuclei ('y Nsc e+ + e- N) 

• ompton cattcriug (I'+ 'i.ic -7 ')'+e- ) 

• Inver r Compton srattering (e± + TBC: e± + 'l') 
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(We may neglect double Compton scattering 1 eiJc ..-- ') + ') -t - . lH.'causc Compton 

scattering is more important for thcrmalizing high-energy photon .) In ur aualysis. wr 

numerically solved the Boltzmann equation including the above effects, and obtained thr 

distri bution function of photous. j1 (E~ ). (For details, sec Refs . [97. !l ] .) 

In Fig. 5.1.1, we show the photon spectrum for several tcmprrat.ur<'s T. R.IJugltly peaking. 

we can see a la rge drop-off at E1 ""1n~j22T for each tcn1prraturc. AbO\'!' this thr<'shold , 
the photon spectrum is extremely suppressed . 

The qua}j tative behavior of tltr photon spectrwn can b understood in l hr following way. 

If the photon energy is high enough. then double-photon pair crcation is scJ efficient that 

this process dominates the cascade. However. OIJC<' the photon energy bccomes much smallrr 

thaiJ O(m~/T). this process is kinematically blocked. i\'u JIJCrica lly. litis thrr hold is about 

m~/22T, as we mentioned. Then, photon-photon scattering dominatrs. However. since t lw 

scattering rate clue to this proces. is proportional to E~. photon-photon cattcring bccoJH s 

unimportant in the li mit E1 0. Therefore, for E7 « O(m;/T) , the remainittg pro es es 

(pair creation in nuclei and inverse Compton scattering) a r tl1C most inlpol-(<UtL. 

The crucial point is that the scatteri11g ra te for E1 ;::, m;/22T is much larger tl1an that for 

E~ « m;/22T, since the number of targets in the forntcr case i ~ severa l order. of magnitude 

larger than in the lattcr. This is why the photon spectrum is rxt rcmcly suppressrd for 

E1 ;::, rn~/22T. As a result, if t he X paTticlc decays in a ther111al bath with temperature 

T;::, m.~/22Q (where Q is lhc binding energy of a nuclide) th<'n photodissociation is nol 
effective. 

5.1.2 Abundance of Light Elements with X 

Once the photon spect rum is formed, it induce the photodi. sociation of the lightuudPi , 

wh ich modifies the resu lt of SBB:\. This process is govcrMd by the fol lowiug Boltzmann 
equation: 

(.5.1) 

where nN is the number density of the nuclei N, and [dnN/dt]san'l denotes the SBB:\ 

contribution to th Boltzrnam1 C(juation. To take accouut of the photodissociation proc sscs. 

we modified the Kawano code [31], and calculated the abundances of the light clements. The 

photodissociation processes we included in our ca lculat ion arc listed iu Table 5.1. 

The abundances of light nuclides will be functions of the lifPtirnc of X (rx ), the mass of 

X (rnx ), the abundance of X beforc lectron-positron annihilation 

Yx = nx/r~-y. (.5.2) 
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Photofissiou Reactions 1a Uncertainty Threshold Euergy Ref. 
1. D +')' --tp + n 6% 2.2 MeV [100] 
2. T + ')'--tn + D 14% 6.3 MeV [101 , 102] 
3. T + '/' --t p + 2n 7% 8.5 MeV [102] 
4. JHe +1 --t p + D 10% 5.5 llleV [103] 
5. JHe + 1' - > n + 2p 15% 7.7 \-leV [103] 
6. 4He+ ')' --tp + T 4% 19.8 :\1eV [103] 
7. 4He+')'--tn + 3HE' 5% 20.6 MeV [104, 105] 
8. 4 He +')' --tp + n + D 14% 26.1 MeV [106] 
9. 6 Li + 1' --t anything 4% 5.7 MeV [107] 

10. 7Li + 1' --t 2n + auythiug 9% 10.9 MeV [107] 
11. 7 Li +1--t n+ 6 Li 4% 7.2 MeV [107] 
12. 7Li + 1' --t 4He + anything 9% 2.5 MeV [107] 
13. 7Be + 1 --+ p + 6Li 
14. 7Be + 1' --t anything except 6Li 

Table 5.1: Photodissociation processes, and the 1-a uncertainty in the cross cct ions. Since 
there is no experimcutal data ou photodissociatiou of 7Be. we assullle that the rate for 
React ion 13 is the same as for Reaction 11, and the rate for Reaction 14 i the sum of tlJC 
rates for Reactious 10 and 12. 

and the baryon-to-photon ratio (ry). In our numerical DBi\ simulation , we found that 

t he nudide abundances dep nd only on th mass abundance mx Yx , not 011 mx and Yx 
separately. In F igs. 5.2 5.6. we show the abw1dances of light nuclei in t he rnx Yx vs. rx 
plane, at fixed 1). 

We can understand the quali tative behaviors of the abundances in the following way. 

First of all , if t he mass density of X is small enough, then the eff cts of X arc negligibl ·, 

aucl hence we reprodu the result of SBBN. Once t he mass density gets larger, the SBB~ 

resul ts arc modified. The effects of X strongly depend on rx , the lifetime of X. As wc 

mentioned in the previous section , photons wit l1 energy greater than ~ rn~/22T participate 

in pair creation before they can induce photofission . Therefore, if the above threshold en rgy 

is smaller than the nuclear binding energy, then photodissociation is not effective. 

If rx ,S 104 sec, then m~/22T ;S 2MeV at the decay time of X , and photodissociation is 

negligible for all elemc.nt s. In t his case. t he main effect of X is ou tl1e 4He abundances: if the 

abundance of X is large. its energy density speeds up the expansion rate of the universe, so 

the neut ron freeze-out tem perature becomes higher. As a resu lt. 4 He abundance is enhanced 

relative to SBBN. 

lf 104 sec :S rx :S 106 sec, then 2 MeV ;S m~/22T ;S 20 MeV. In this case. ·1 He rema ins 

intact, but D is effe t ively photod.issocia ted through the process D + -y --t p + n. When 

rx;:: l05 sec, m~/22T?':- 7.7 MeV (the binding energy of 3Hc) , so 3H • i dissociated for 

rx ~ 105 sec and large enough abundances rnx Yx;:: 10- 8 Gc . However. D is ev n tuorc 
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95% .L. 
68% C.L. 

rx = 10 1 sec 
1 x w-5 

8x 10 6 

8x 10-9 9x 10-[0 
6x 10- 9 8x 10- 10 

10 1 sec 108 sec l 09 sec 
5x 10- 12 6x 10- 13 4x 10-[J 
2x 10- 12 2x 10- '3 2 x 10- 13 

Table .5.2: Upper bound on mxYx in units of GcV. 

fragil than 3 Hc, so thr· ratio 3Hc/D actuall y increases relath·e to SBB:\' in this region, since 

it is dominated by D drstruction. If t ill' lifetime is loug enough (rx ,2: 106 sec), 4 Hc can a lso 

b destroyed effectively. In th is ca c. the destruction of even a small fraction of the 4 He can 

resu lt in significant production of D and 3He, since the 1He abundance is originally much 

larg(•r t han tbal of D. Til is can be cell in Figs. 5.2 a nd 5.3: for rx ,2: 106 sec and 10- 10 GeV 

:5, rnx l'x :5, I 0 9 Ge V, the abuudance of D changes drastically clue to the photodissociation of 
1He. Moreover, two-bod.v dc·cays of '1Hc into 3He or T (which d cays into 3 He) are preferred 

over l11 c three-body decay ~ He+ 1 ---+ p + n + D, . o t he 3 He/D rat io increases, relative to 

SBJ3, . lf mx} :Y is la rg nough, all the light elements arc destroyed efficiently, resulting in 

very srnall abnndanc . 

So far, we havr discussed the theoretical cal ulation of the Jight-elerncnt abundances in 

a 1110dd with X decay. ln the next sect ion, w<' cornpar~ the thcorPtical calculations with 

oh crvat ions, and derive cmistraints on the prop rtics of X. 

5.1.3 Comparison with Observation 

:'\ow, we (·on1parc the theoretical calculations with the ob erved abundances and show 

bow we can const rain the niodel pa rameter . Since observationaLly the D abundance (2 .6) 

and ·' If abundance (2.9) both prefer a relatively middle value of 7), the SBBN prediction 

CI:Ul be con iSt<'nt wi lh bservation Therefore, BBN is robust enough to constraiJJ the model 

param lers. A wr dis u sed for the case of SBB::>i in Chapter 2. we statistically ana lyze the 

throretical valuC's anclth obs<'rvatioual data and we find t li c C.L. at each poiJlt in the three 

dimensiona l spac ('t/, rx, and mx Yx ). In F ig. 5.7. we show the C.L. contours projected 

along the 11 axis into lhc rx - wx 1 ~Y plane. As we noted in the la>t ectioJJs, since the smal l 

mx } ·x reproduce. the r su its of SBJ3:-.1, the parameter regions below the lines arc allowed. 

Tabl 5.2 gives the upp r bounds on mx Fx (GeV) which correspond to 68% and 95% C.L .. 

for some typical va in s of the lifetime. 

5.1.4 Addit ional Constrai11ts 

W now menti n addit ional con traints on our model. Since the cosmic microwaYe 

baekgr uud radiation ( MBR) has been ob cn'cd by COBE [30] to very closely fo llow a 

blackbody sprcl rum , n ruay be concerned about the constraint thi gives on particles with 
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Ufetime longer than ~ 10
6 

sec [10 ], which is when the double Compton procrss (-y + c- -' 
r+r+e-) freezes out [109].

1 
After this time, photon numbe-r is cou ervetl. so photon injection 

from a racliativcly decaying particle wou ld cau c the speci rum of the C!\!DR to become a 

Bose-Eiustcin distribution with a fin.ite chemicaJ potential ''· COJ3E [30] obscrYations give 

us the constraint 11-·d ::5 9.0 x w-"- For smal l Jt, the ratio of lhi' injcctetl to total ph ton 

energy deusity is given by op.,/ p7 ~ 0.71,,. Thus, we have tlw constrai nt 

I 

' ' <6 10- 10(' \ ' ( TX )-'i rnx,x x TC --
~ 10Gsec (5.3) 

In Fig. 5.7 we also plot the abo\'c upper boulJ(l. ~otc that the i\1!3R con lrainl is not 

as strong as the bounds we have obtained from BB!\' . Iu particular, 3 Hc/D gives tiS our 

strongest constraint for lifetimes longer thau 106 sec. becau. e '1 He photofi & ion overproduces 
3He [20]. 

In this t hesis. we have considered only radiative decays; i.e., decays to photons and in

visible particles. If X decayed to charged leptons. the effects won ld be s irnilar to those oJ' the 

decay to photons, because cl1arged leptons aJso generate ekctrornagnctk cascades . re~LLllin g 
ir1 many soft photons. On the other hand , if X decayed only to neutrinos, the constraint 

would become much weaker. In the minimal supersyrnmetri standard model (~-ISS!\!), lh!.' 

X particle would decay to 11eutriuos and ueutriuos. The emitted neutrinos w uld scatter off 

of backgrotllld neutrinos , pr clueing electron-positron pairs. which wou ld trigger au lcctro

maguetic cascade. Because the interaction between the mittcd and background neutrino.~ is 

weak. the destruction of the light clements does not occur very effi ciently [110]. In contrast. 

if X decay d to l1ad rous, we expect that our bounds wou ld tighten , b cause hatlronk showers 

could be a significant source of D, 3Hc, 6 Li, 7Li, and 7J3<' [93] . In fact, ve11 though we have 

assumed that X decays only to photons, these photons 1nay convert to hadrons. Thus, tl1c 

branching ratio to badrons is at least of order 1 %, if kinernai ically a llowetl [56]. SiiJcc wl' 

have neglected this effect, our photodissociatiou bounds are conservative. 

5.2 Models 

So far, we have di cussed general constraints from BB~ on radiativcly decaying particles. 

In t he minimal standard lllodd , there is no such particle. However, some extensions of the 

standard model naturally result in such exotic particles, and the light-clement abundau("es 

may be significantly a!t ctcd in these cases. Iu this section, we present sevcraJ example of 

sucl1 radiativeJy decaying particles, and cliscuss the constrai nts. 

Our first example is the gravit ino 1/J, wh ich appears in a ll t he supergravity models. The 

gravitino is the superpaJiner of t l1 c graviton, and its jnteractions arc suppressed by inverse 
1 
This constraint applies only to particles with lifetinle shorter lhar1 ~ 4 x 10 10 sec, wbiciJ corresponds 

to the decoupling time of Compton/inverse Compton scattering. After this imc. injected photons do 110t 
thcrmali7& with the CMB!l. 
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powers of the reduced Planck calc !If.~ 2.4 x lOt~ GeV. Because of thi supprc sion, th 

IifPtirne of lh<' gravitino is V<'ry long. Assuming that the gravitino'. dominartt d cay mode 

is to a ph ton and its ~uperpali.ncr (the plwlino), the !:,'Taviliuo's lifetime is gi\·eu by 

(5.4) 

where mat2 is lhf' gravitino mass. :'\oticc that the gravitino mass is 0(100 GeV- 1 TeV) 

in a model with gravity-m diated supcrsym mctry (SCSY) breaking, resulting in a lifetime 

which may affi'Ct BB:'\. 
If the graviliuo is lhrnnally produced in the early unh·erse, and decays without being 

dilut d , it complrtcly spoi ls the success of SBB:'>i. U ually. we solve this p roblem by intro

ducing iufialion , which di lu trs away the primordial gravitino ·. However, even with inflation, 

gravitinos arc produced through scattering processes of thermal particles after reheating. 

The abundanre l 3t2 = na12/n~ of the gravitino depends on the reheating temperature Tn , 

au I is given by [97] 

(5.5) 

Therefore, if the reht>aling temperature is too high, t hen gravit inos arc overproduced , and 

too many light nuclei arc photodisso ·iated. 

We cau transform our coustraints on (7x . m,,Yx) into constra ints on (m312, Tn). Iu 
particular. w usc the projected 95% C.L. boundaries from F ig. 5.7. For several values of the 

gravitino mass, W<' r<'ad off t hr most conservative upper bound on the reheating temperature 

front Fig. 5 .. aud the re. ults arc given by 

ma12 = 100 GcV (7Jf2 ~ 4 x 106 sec) 

TnJf 1 = 1 TeV (73/2 ~ 4 x 105 sec) 

m311 = 3 TcV (7Jf2 ~ 1 x 104 sec) 

Tn:5,2 x 106 GeV, 

Tn:5,6 x 108 GeV, 

Tn:5,2 x 10 11 GeV. 

lf the gravilino is heavy enough (m312 ~ 5 TeV) , lheu its lifetime is too short to destroy even 

D. In thi CtlS<'. our only constrai nt is from the overproduction of 4 He. If the gravitino mass 

is lighter, th<'H the lifetime is long enough to destroy D. 3Hc. or even 1 He. In tllis case, our 

COilSlraint on thr reheating temp raturc is more severe. For reference, we also show the plot 

iu (mJ/2• na/2/ · ) plane where .s d notes the entropy density. 

Another exalllple of our d<'cayiug particle is the lightest sup('rparticle in the MSS.M 

S<' tor. if it is heavier titan the gravitino. In particular. if the lightest neutrali no is the 

lightest supl'rpartic l in the :..IS M sector, then it can be a ource f high-energy photons, 

since it will decay into a phot n and a g:ravit ino. In this case, we may usc BBN to constrain 
the J\·lSSM. 

The abundanc<' of the lightest ncutralino is determined when it freeze out of the thermal 
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bath. The abundance is a function of the mas es of th<' up<'rpartidrs. and it brconH'S largrr 

as the supcrparticl get h<'avier. Thus, the upper bound on mx l 'v cau be translalf'd into 
an upper bound on the ma s calc of the supcrparticlc . 

In order to investigate this scenario. we consider th<' itnplcst rase whC're tll<' li glll<':t 

neutralino is (ahnost) purely bino iJ. In this case, the ligbt<'st neutralitlO pair-annihilate 

through squark and slepton exd1augc. In particular, if the right -handed leptons an• thr 

lightest sfermions, t hen the dominant annihilation is iJ + iJ -; L+ + l- . The annihi lation 

cro section t hough this proce sis given by [111] 

( ) _ 2 2) { m1 2m~ 2m~ } 
av,el - 8na1 (v ( 2 2 ) 2 - ( 2 2 ) 3 + ( 2 2 ) 1 , 

m - + rn- rn - + m - m - + m-
8 In 8 I" 8 In 

(.5.6) 

where (v2
) is tbc average velocity squared of bino. and we added the contributions Cron1 

all th ree generations by assuming the right-handed slcptons are dcgcu ratc.2 With th is 

annih ilation cross section , the 13oltzmaun equation for the t1umb r Llrusity of binos is given 
by 

(5.7) 

where n~Q is the equilibrium number density of binos. The factor 2 is present bccaus two 

binos anni lil late into leptons in one collision. We solved this equat ion and obtained th mas 

density of the bioo as a function of the bino mass and th right-handed slepton mass. (For 

details, sec e.g. Ref. [54]) .. umerically, for me = 100 GcV , mx ~" ranges from "' w-9 GcV 

to "' w-> GeV as we vary m;n from 100 GeV to 1 TeV. If mx Yx i i11 th is range, 1313:\ 

is significantly affected unless the lifetime of the bino is shorter t han 1 0'1 10'" SC(' (S('C 

Table 5.2). The lifetilllc of the bi110 is given by 

__ [ 1 m1 cos
2 Bw] - I ~ _ •1 (__!!!_L_) -5 

( m 312 ) 2 

T8- 2 M2 - r x 10 sec x 100 G V G V 48n m312 • c 1 c 
(5.8) 

\'ot ice that the lifetime becomes shorter as the gravitiuo mass decreases; l.truce. too llluch 

D aud 7Li arc destroyed if the gravitino mass is too large. Therefore, we can convert the 

constraints given in Fig. 5. 7 into upper bounds on the gravitino mass. Sine the abundance of 

t he bino is an increa~ing function of the sl pton mass m;. , the upp r bound on the gravitino 

mass is more severe for larger slepton masses. For example, for mu = 100 GeV, the upper 

bound on the gravitino mass is shown in Fig. 5.8. At some rrprPS •utati ve values of the 

slepton mass, the constraint is given by 

m;. = 100 GeV : m312 :::_, 1 GcV. 

2If the bil1o is heavier than the top quark , tbcn the s-wave contribution annihilating into top quarks 
becomes important. ln this thesis, we do not consider this case. 
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min = 300 Ge\' 

m1• = l TcV 

m312 ,:S 700 :\I V, 

m312 ,:S 400 ~1le V. 

As expected , for a larger valu of the slepton mass, the primordial abundance of the biuo 

gt'ts larger. and the upper bound on the gravitino mass b comes smaller. 

Another interesting source of high-en rgy photons is a modulus field ¢. Such fields arc 

predicted in string-inspired supcrgravity theori es. A modulus fiald a 'qui res mass from SUSY 

breaking, so we estimate its mass m.p to b<? of the a nte order a~ the gravitino mass (sec for 

example [112]). 
ln the early twivcrse, the mass of the modulus field is negligible compared to the expan

sion rate of ihc universe, so the modulus field may sit far from th minimum of its potential. 

Sin<·c thC' only sca le paraml'tC'r in supcrgravity is the Planck scale /II. , the initial amplitude 

<Po i naivcly expected to be of O(M.). However, this initial amplitude is too large; it leads 

to well-kllowu problems such as matter domination and distortion of the CMBR.. Here. we 

regard <Po as a free param<'ter and dcriv an upper bound on it. 

Once Lhf' ·xpansion rat<' b •comes smaller than the ma~s of the modulus field , the modulus 

field starts oscillating. During this period, the energy density of <Pis proportional to R- 3 

(whcre R is the scale fact r); hence, its energy density behaves like that of non-relativistic 

matter. The moduln eventua lly decays, when the expansion rate becomes comparable to 

its decay rate. \\'ithont entropy production from another sou rc<', the modulus density at the 
decay time is approximately 

(5.9) 

wherl' P¢> is the cn<'rgy d nsity of the rnodulu. field. As in our other models, we can convert 

our constrai nts 011 (Tx,mx) ~") (Fig. 5.7) into constraiuts on (m¢>, 1/>o), sec Fig. 5.11. Us ing 

the cuu. traint, we til l obtain very str ingeitt bounds on th initial ampli tude of the modulus 

field ¢0: 

'''<~> = 100 GrV (Tq. ~ 4 x 108 sec) 

m~ = 1 TeV (Tq. ~ 4 x 105 sec) 

mq. = 3 T<'V (Tq. ~ l x 104 sec) 

<Po,:S I x 107 Ge , 

<:6o,:S5 x 108 GcV, 

<Po ,:S 9 x 109 GcV. 

!early, our upper bound from BB\' rules out our naive expectation that <Po ~ M •. It is 

imp rtant to notice that (couventional) inflation canuot solve this difficulty by diluting the 

cohcr nt mode f the Ill dulu fi lei. Thi i because the expansion rat of the universe 

is usually much larger than lit mass of thc modulus field, and hcucc the modulus fie ld 

docs n t start oscillation. uc attract ive solution is a thermal inflation model proposed by 

Lyth and Stewart [-10). In the thNmal inflation ntoclel. a mini-inflation of about~ 10 e-folds 

rcduc s the Juodulus density. Evm if thermaJ inflation occurs, there may remain a sig11ificant 
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Figure 5.10: Contours of 95% .L. , yielding an upper bound on the gravitiuo mass, as a 
function of the right-handed slepton mass. 
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modulus energy (knsity, wh ich decays to h:igh-euergy photons, Thus, 88:'11 gives a stringent 

constraint on the thermal inflation mod l. 

5.3 The obtained constraints of the long- lived massive 
particles : summary 

vV have> d iscussrd th<> photodissodation of light elements due to the radiative decay of 

a ma sivc particle, and we have shown how we can constrain our model parameters from the 

bsrrvcd light- lenr nt abundances. 

We have a lso cl iscusscd candidates for our radia t ively deca~'ing particle. Our first example 

is the grav itino. In thi case. we can constrain th reheating temperature after inflation, 

brcausC' it detennin :, the abundance of the gravilino. We obtained the stringent bounds 

Tn ~ 106GeV - LO~G<'V for 100 Gc ~m3/2~ 1 TeV. 

Our second example is the lightest neutraliuo wl1icb is heavier than the gravitino. When 

the rwutralino i the lightest superpart icle in the MSS:\1 srctor, it can decay into a photon a nd 

a grav it ino. lf we assurue the lightest ncutralino is pure bino, and its mass is about 100 GcV. 

t hen thl' reli c number density of binos is related to the right-handed slepton mass, becau e 

they annihilate mainly through right-handed slcpton exchange. For this case, we obtained an 

upper bound un the grav itino mass: m 3; 2 ~ 400 MeV - 1 GcV for 100 Gc\1 ;S min ;S 1 TcV. 

Our third rxample is a modulus field. We obtained a s vcrc constraint on its ini tial 

ruuplitud<', ¢0 ~ 108 Gc\' - 109 GcV for 100 GeV ;S m 312 ~ 1 TeV. This bound is well below 

the Pl<Ulck scale, so it sugg<'sts lhc need for a dilution nrechanism. uch as thermal inflation. 
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Figure 5.11: Contours of 95% C.L .. yielding an upper botmd on the initia l amplitude of the 
modulus field as a functiou of the mass of the modulus field . 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Discussion 

6.1 Summary of conclusions 

ln this section we summarize the conclusions drawn in the above chapters. Vve have 

investigated the effects on D13i'\ in the various partide iujectiou scenarios, i) the late-time 

entropy prodnction, ii ) the evaporation of the primordial black holes , and iii) t he decay of a 

n1a sivc partid after the DI3N epoch. 
In hapter 3 we discussed th<' physical mechanism of the late-tim entropy production 

due to the decay of massive part icles before the BB!\ epoch. In this chapter w pointed 

out that if the large entropy is produced around tbe 13Bl\ epoch and replace the previous 

radiations , the backgrouHcl Mutrinos arc not thermalized well and thoy do not have the 

perfect Fermi-Dirac d istribution functions. Then, the freeze-out value of nfp would bl" 

sen. it ivcly iuflucnc<'J aud especial ly the produced '1Hc mass fraction would be clrastically 

chaugt'd . om paring with the observational abundances of the light clements, we have found 

that the reheating t mperature after the entropy production ·houlcl be higher than 0.7 MeV. 

Tn addition if we consider t he Jecay modes into the quarks or gluons , they immediately 

fragm nt into a lot of hadrons (11' , J(. n. p. etc.) and they induce the further sign ificant effects 

tt 1313N. It woull be unavoidable for the massive particle to have the n t hadronic decay 

mode in th realist ic models. The hacl rons emitted at the beginning of the BBN' epoch 

int r-couv rt the atubicnt proton and neutron each other. Then the proton which is richer 

than ncutrOJt at that Lintc is extra rdiuarily changed into neutron and the freeze-out value 

of nfp bccOHieS larger and the produc tl 1He iucreases mor than SBB!'i. Observationally we 

can constrain the late-time hadron emission scenario and we have fouutl the lower bound of 

the r heating t mpcrature that , 

Tn;_ 2.5 - 4.0 MeV, (6. 1) 

at 95 % C.L. for the haJrotliC branching ratio B" = 10- 2 
- 1 and mq, = 10 GeV - 100 TeV 

which is the natural ma. s r gion for the supersymmetric particles. :\amcly Eq. (6.1) tells 

u: that the cutropy in the univ rsc should be prepared early enough to success the BB'\ 
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(r9 ;:;(3 -8) x 10- 2 ec). 13y the way. if we ta ke the serious attitud to the ":Vloduli problem·· , 

we shoultl consider a sort of the extra dilution mechanLsm , e.g. "tit nual inflation'' which 

liJutes the dangerous particles uch as :'vloduli . ln this rnodd we should delicately treat thr 

reheating process just b fo1·c the BB1\ epoch and then th<> above C< n. traint would p;iv a 

useful ind ication. 

In Chapter 4 we have discussed the evaporation of the PBHs and its cffrcts 011 1313\'. In th<' 

chapter we investigated a variety of the physical phcuomena COHrrming lll(' particle rmi. i 11 

from the PBHs and we pointed out that the hadron cmissio11, which is natura lly oxp ct d 

to occur within any moJcls of the black holes, domiHantl~' influcures th standard big bang 

scenario and the light element abundances. Although some att ntpts concemiug the hadron 

emissio11 during the BBN epoch were cloHe about twenty years ago, they discussed that th 

hadrons arc di rect ly emitted in the form of nucleons and mesons. [t is s1.1rprisiug that sinc·e 

that time, such an old con traint of the PI3H have been believed aud rc·ferred for twe-nty 

years. In the chapter , we asserted that we should adopt the elementary particle picture, 

and rather hatlrons shou ld be emitted as quark-gluou jets primari ly in the motlem view of 

quantum cbromoclynamics (QCD). In this situation we entirely revised the olJ constraints. 

Then we obtained the constraint of the initial fraction of PBH mas density, 

/3 < 10- 20 (for 108g;SM ,:5 J.0 10g) 

f3 ;5 10- 22 (forl0 10g;SM;S3xl0' 0g). 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

The above upper bounds suggest the i.uformations about the primorJial density Oucluatiou 

on the small sca les which was generated from the primordial inflation. II shou ld be uotcd 

that only BBN can research such a small scale of the tl cnsity AucLUatiou and there is no 

other method at present. 

In Cha.pter 5 we have investigate<.! the effects on BB:'-< by the radiative decay of the loug 

lived massive particle after the BBN epoch. Since the supergravity or s up rstring t heory 

pr ·diets such long lived particles anJ it is commonly regarded them as dangerous iu DBN . it 

has beeu desired that we should clarify the problems in details. Jn t he cl1aptC'r we iliscussed 

the photo-dissociation of the light elements clue to a lot of soft photons emitted by the decay 

of the massive particles. Especially when the candidate of th massive particles to which 

we pay attention is the grav itino, we obtain the upper botmd of t he reheatiug temperature 

after the primordia l inflation not to produce more gravitinos by the thermal scattering. 

(6.4) 

The upper bounds strongly constrain the existing models of the inflation. If the latest ntropy 

production were the reheating process after the primordial inflation, i.e. the present radiation 

were predominantly produced by the decay of the inflatou and the subsequent scatterings, the 

allowed reheating temperatme should have been antlwiched betw<> n Eq. (6.1) anJ Eq. (6.4). 
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In lhal context, wr couiJ su cess to const rain the reheating temperature from both t he lower 

anJ upper siJrs by applying th l3BN to the high energy physic . 
A8 we bav explainrJ in the ab ve chapters. comparing with t he precise observa tions, t he 

th,ory of 138\ is robu't enough to carch th early universe or t he high energy physics beyond 

the S:Vl. T he method is very unique because it Joes not depcnJ on the large experimental 

in truments such as coll idcrs. V c exp ct t hat when the fu r tl1e r observations provide a lot of 

accurate data and they become available, we will more profoundly understand the elementary 

p]Jysics awl how the natur is. 
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Appendix A 

Neutrino decoupling from the thermal 
bath 

A.l Neutrino decoupling temperature 

lu this sc t ion w~ di cuss t he neut rino dccoupling [rom the thermal bath on some simple 

assurnpt ious iu th standard big bang model. In the model i t is assumed t hat the neutrinos 

had a lready brrn thrnnali?.cd well in an earlier epoch. Therefore we obviously expect that 

they have t he p<'rf<'Cl Fermi-Dirac distribution functions around the BBZ\ epoch. 

When lh<' ratio of the weak interaction rate r to the Hubble cxpausiou rate H falls below 

unity, Mutrin os depart from llwnnal equi librium. Here we define tl1e decoupling tem.perature 

1'v by !(To)= H (To)- lu t hi situation wr need to compute he inelastic weak interaction 

rate f preci dy. T he pair prod uction process is represented by, 

(A.1) 

where Ji is lh(' energy nJOltlt' nlunt four vector. The time evolut ion of t hr number density of 

thr partic le is described by the Integrated Boltzmam1 eq uations 1. Here we use the method 

of psrudo-cbclllkal potentials [48]. It is expressed by. 

(A.2) 

wbcrr the subscript "0" denotes quantities in lh rmal equilibrimn , v,e1 is the relativ velocity. 

ln lhr equation \\'C focu Uw d ctron and po itron number density. The int raction rate is 

<'X]JrC sed by f = n,(t) (u<>rel)- wlJCr n,(t) is th<' number density of the backgwund electrons. 

The t hermal averaged cross section times relative ve loc ity in the center of mass system (ems) 

1 As we discussed iu Chapter 3. the i.utegralcd Boltzmann cqua\.ions are applicable ouly for U1e particles 
which have the thcnnal <Ustributious. rr the particle js uot UJcrmalized il1 the non-standru·d scenario, we 
should usc the mrunc.utuuJ dependent Doltzmrum cqualions. 
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i given by, 

(uvrel} = n;f;)2 j d]Jod'M~f~dftrdP2(27i)"c5'1 (p. + /)b - ]!] - p2)!.AJ!2[1- g~(E1 )][ 1 - g~(E2)]. 
(A.3) 

where dp; = dp, /2E;(27r) 3, M is the malrix amplitude. fa(fb) is the phase ·pace distributiou 

function for electron (positron) and g 1 (g2 ) [or neutrino (anti-neutrino) . 

The phase space integrat i n for neuLriuo and anti-ucutrino is performed forT» m. [ll 3. 

114. 115, 116, 117] . 

?E
1

E / dft,d1;2(21f) 48'1(Pa + Pb - Pt - P2)!MI2[1 - u?(EJ )Jl l - g~(£2)] 
... (1 b· 

2G'j, ( 2 ~ o o ~ c1 + c2 )EaEb[l - g1 (E/2)][1 - g2 (E/2)]. (A.--1) 

where E = Ea + Eb. G F' is the Fermi coupling con~tant , and c1 a nd 2 arc givc11 by, 

CJ 1 2 . 2 0 2 + . SID ;v for lie , (A.5) 

1 2 
C2 - - 2sin Ow 

2 
for 111, and llr, (A.6) 

where sin2 Ow ~ 0.231 is Weinberg angle [32] . lu this ase, t be scattering ampli t ude !M!2 for 

electron neutrino is larger than fo r 111, and llr by~ 4.66 since the magnitude of l bc interaction 

of 11• i contributed by b oth the neutral current and the charged urrr nl interactions, whi l 

the magnitude of the interaction of v~ or 11.,. is contribu ted only by the neutra l current 

interaction. Substitut ing Eq. (A.4) to Eq. (A.3) , we obtain 

(A.7) 

where ((3) ~ 1.202 and the numcri a l factor 12 is given by, 

x3 y3 e<•+YJ/2 e<•+y)/2 
dxdy----.....,-.,.---,-=--ex + 1 eY + 1 e<•+ul/2 1 e<•+Yl/2 + 1 .r 1o 

~ 30.29. (A.8) 

Then we can estimate t he ueutrino decoup le temperature as 

4.38 1/3 
To~ (cr ~)1/3 (/9.) . (A.9) 

where g. ~ 10.75. Concr -tcly, we find the weak interaction rater for acb neutrino species , 

r ~ 0.420G~T5 , 

f ~ 0.091G~T5 , 
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for 110 , 

for lip and 11.,., 

(A.lO) 

(A.ll) 



and approximal~ly the ~ach dccoupl temperature is obtained by [113) 

To ~ !.98McV 

To ~ 3.30~leV 

for v,. 
for v~ and v,. 

(A. l2) 

(A.l3) 

As mentioned abovr. siucc the magnitude of iutcracti 11 rate for v, is larger than for v1, and 

vT due to the electron ba kground. the reaction w]Jich maintains v. in thermal equilibrium 

continues later autl the decouple tem perat ure of v, is lower than 111, and 11, . 
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Appendix B 

Boltzmann equation for neutrino 
distribution functions 

B.l Reduction of collision integral 

This appeudix shows how we can r duce t he nine dimensiona l iutegra ls in Eq. (3.6) of 

the collision term c,,cat for the scattering process into one dimensiona l integrals. l'loticc 

that , since we treat the massless neutrino, the norm of the n ut rino momentulll equals to 

its energy [Pi[ = E;. Here we divide the collision term into two parts: 

Ci,seat = - F + B, (D.J ) 

where F represents the forward process and B represents th backward process. They arc 

given by 

_ 9e I dp~ I dp~ I dp~ , , . . 2 
F- 2El 2E2(271)3 2£3(271)3 2£,(271)3 (271) 6 (Pl + Pz - Pa - Pl)SJN!J Ap, (13.2) 

9e I dp~ I dp~ I dp~ ( )·1 4 J 2 ( 
B = 2El 2Ez(271)3 2£3(271)3 2£4(211')3 271 6 (pl + pz- P3 - p.I)S .MJ A a, 13.3) 

where g. = 2 and the p!J asc space factors are given by 

!J (EJ)/z(E2) (1 - h(Ea)) (1 - !1(E4)), 

(1 - !I(E1)) (1 - !2(£2)) !J(E3)h(E,I). 

(13.4) 

(13.5) 

The integral over d3p.1 is immediately clone using o3(Pt + P2- P3 - p4 ). From tile 

momentum con crvation. Jp4 J is given by 

(B.6) 

where R = Pt - P3· R = JR I and cosT/= R · p 2/(JP2JR). 
The remaining delta function 8(£1 + E2 - E3 - E.1) shows the energy ·onscrvation low 
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which is givcu by 

vVr can gc11crally takc the rnowcutwn axes as 

R 

whl'rC 

Then I r..os~l :::; I demands 

(O , O. R) 

(£2 Sill r1siu ¢, £2 sin!)ros¢, E~ cos r)) , 

(£3 sin~· 0, Eo sin~), 

(13.7) 

(B.8) 

(B .9) 

(B.l O) 

(13.11) 

(B.l 2) 

Thl' voluru<' cil•Iucnt of p 2 i given by dp~ = E'4dcos17d¢ and from Eqs. (B .6) and ( B.7) t h 

azimuthal angle is obtained by 

(B. l 3) 

Then I 05771 $ 1 demands 

(B.14) 

!"rom Eqs. (13.12) and (8.14) , we ·an obtain t he allowed region of R. 

(B.l 5) 

Si.11rc the voiUiu clement of p 3 is given by dp~ = 2rrEjdEadcosB wl1erc cos II= p 1 · Pa /(EoEI ), 

the cliff rcntial a ngle clement i evaluated by 

R 
d osii= -

2
E E dR. 

1 3 

(B. l 6) 

Fro111 Eq. (B.l5) w can sec thal th integra iou can be perfor med in the fo ur aUowcd 

intervals. 

- F + B 
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(13.17) 

Even though we only show the case of of ve here. we ran g!i't thr same procedure for v,, and 

v, if Cv and CA are repl aced by c,. and c.4· As we a] 0 noted in Sec 3.2. we assume that 

elect ron obey the Boltzmann distribution function e-E/T In additio11 , since n utrinos an' 

massless, the energy momentum consen·atiou gives p1 · p.1 = P2 ·Po in lhr clastic scaUcring 

process. T he above a sumpiio11s sirnp!Hy the integrations sti ll 1110re . 

For t he forward react ion , v(pJ) + e±(p2) -t 11(p3)+ e±(JJ1), the phase pacr factor is given 

by 

(B.l ) 

Then F 1 and F2 i11 Eq. (3.12) are ana lytica lly est imated as 

[lo
B3 ~E, +2B,-E, ~ ~B, +Es ] lo2" dif; IJ\'£12e--¥ 

F 1 _ dE2 dR+ dE2 dR - · (C2 cz)cz o B, - B, e, e, - e, o 21r 256 , + A F 

2T1 [Ef + Ej + 2T(E1 - £ 3 ) + 4T4
]- T 2 [E~ Ej + 2£1 Ea(EI + Ea)T 

+ 2(E1 + E 3)
2T 2 + 4(£1 + E3)T3 + 8T1] e- J:;;!.. (13 .19) 

[J

F;, J E, +ZE, - E, ~oo J E,+Ea ] lot• dif; SJMJ2e-* 
F2 - dE2 dR + dE2 dR - · - 2 2 .,., 

-E1+E3 - E,+I?• Ba -8,+E3 0 271 2::J6(CI' + C A)up 

2T1 (E~ + Ej - 2T(E1 - E3) + 4T1 )e"'~·"'- T 2 [EfE~ + 2EIEa(EI + Ea)T 

+ 2(E1 + E3)2T 2 + 4(£, E3)T3 + 81"1
] - !f;l.. (8.20) 

On the other hand, for the backward reaction , v(p1) + c± (P2) ~ ti(J!a) + e±(7JI) , the phase 

space factor is given by. 

(8.21) 

T hen we can analytically ob tain 131 and B2 in Eq. (3.12) as 

[lo
B, ~E, +2E,- E, ~00 ~E,+E, ] loh cl¢ SI,-Y£12 -~ 

dE2 dR + dE2 dR - · - (rrl cz)C2 ' o 8,-E, E3 E1- E3 0 271' 2;:,6 '-'V + A p 

2T4 (Ef + Ei + 2T(E1 - Ea) + 4T'1)e- ' 1
:;:"• - T 2 [E~ Ei + 2EIEa(Et + E~)T 

+2(E1 + E3 fT
2 + 4(EI + Ea)T3 + 8T4

] e- l'f , (8.22) 
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(8.23) 
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Appendix C 

Method of Maximal Likelihood 
Analysis 

C.l x2 Fitting in SBBN and SBBN+X 

In this section. we explain how we answer the question, "How well <.loes our simulatiou of 

BBN agree with UJC observed light-element abmtdanc s?" To be Inorc prccisr , we rcvhrasc 

the question as. "At what confidence level is our simulation of BBN cxclu<.led by the observe<.! 

light-clement abundances?" 

From our N!ontc-Carlo Bl3;\ simulation, we obtain the theoretical probabi lity density 

function (p.d.f.) p~~7 (y~' , Y'", log 10 yf') of our simulated light-clement abundances y~' , } •til , 

and log 10 Y¥'· We find that ]J~: 7 (y~h , Y 111 , log10 yi") is well -approximated by a multivariate 

Gaussian distribution function: 

where 

1 [ 1 (X - :£)2] pG"""(:r: x. a) = .,ff.ira exp - 2 -a- . ( .2) 

'\lote that pl,}j7(y.l", Y 1" , log10 yf1) depends upon the parameters p = (q , .. . ) of our theory. 

(The ellipses rcf<'r to parameters in non-standard BBN, e.g .. mx Yx . rx.) In particular , lh 

means aud standard de,•iations of p~h(Y¥', yth , log10 Yi") arc functious of p . 

For BBN with a radiativcly decaying particle. we also consider the ratio 7'
1
" = y~" jy~" . 

Our Monte-Carlo BB:'IJ simulation allows us to find the p.d.f. p!}!j(r1h). We approximate p~!J 
by a Gaussian, and neglect th correlation between 1· and y~' , Y'11

, log10 yi11
• This a nmption 

allows us to write 

We want to compare these theoretical calculations to the observed !ight-clemeut abnn-
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daucrs yf', p>~~•, and log
10 

y7'b'. Since the obsen·ations of the light-clement abundances arc 

independent , we can factor the p.d.f. p~~7(yf'', yoo•.log,o Yr0
') as 

v\' assume Gaussian p.d.f."s [ r y~b•. }'00'. and log10 Y?'"'· We use lhe mean abundances aud 

standard dc,·iatious giv<>n iu Equation. (2.6), (2.9) , and (2.10). Sine · we have two discordant 

va lues of 'He, we considered two cases, i .e., high and low values of 1He abundances. 

3J·le is rnorr complicated. Aside from the tr ivial positivity requirement, we only have 

an upper bouud ou rub• (thr primordia l 3Hc/ D. as deduced from solar-sy tl?m obs rvations); 

namely, robs < 1'::;· Brcausr of th is, we choose for t he p.d.L 

l 
() ' 

p~'(.,.obs) = N 
2 

N cxp (-+ (r•''-i'Q) ) 
2 qr0 

1.obs < 0 

O<rub'<T0 

r0 <'robs 

(C.5) 

where the normalization factor is N = 1/ (Tt,+rrr0FJi). and 1·0 .rrr0 are given iu Eq. (2.7). 
Sine<' tit<' ol.Jscr\'ations of t he light-clement abundances arc independent. we can write the 

total observatioaa l p.d .f. for Bl3N+ X as 

To Rimplify t h · nolati u, we write 

a''~ 

aOO:i 

(yf' ,} ·tl• , rth' logio y~l') 

(yf', y•••, r·••s, log,o y~bs) 

(yf' , ytl• , log,o y~") 

(y~bs 1 yobs
1 
log, 0 y~b'). 

T hr n th<> quantities !:J.a = a1" - a •bs have a p.d.f. given i.Jy: 

j dbobs P~Hbobs) j dbtl' P~h(bt")o(t.b _ (b th _ b obs)) 

(C.7) 

(C.8) 

(C.9) 

(C. lO) 

j rtb p~_; 7 (b)p2~~(b - t.b) , [SBB:\i] (C. ll ) 

j d a obs P2~~7(aob') j dati• p~;,7(atl')6(t.a - (at" - aob')) 

j da p~~ 1 7 ( a)p\!&', 7 (a - t.a), [BBN+ X] (C. l2) 
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on t he theory parameters p . The integral in Eq. ( .11) i simply a Gaussiau: 

Pw(t.b ) = IT -.- cxp - - ' 2 ' , t>. 1 [ 1 (!:J.b·- 3il)
2

] 

>='l.4,7 .J21rrr, 2 rr, 
(C.l3) 

where t.b; = W - b.?b' , rrf = (<7) 11 ) 2 + (crfb') 2 . and i rwts O\W Y'l· 1' a nd log 10y7• To rvaluate 
Eq. (C.l2), we note t hat 

P2~~7(aobs) = P23(1'008
) X p~~(b0b') 

P~J•l7 ( at1') = )J'l3(ttl' ) X p~hdbtl•) , 

where P2~~ and )J~\ 7 m·e Gaussi<ut. The integral then factor a. 

j dTp~:\(r)p~'(1·- M) x j db p~17 ( b)p2~Hb - t.b) 

P~3(t.T) X Pt7(t. b). 

The first integral cau be eva luated as 

where rr;. = (rr;1') 2 + (rr,.0 ) 2 . Since t he above error fun ctiou is defined by. 

2 fn" [ 2] erf (x) =- exp -t dt for [-
.,fifo 

::; .c ::; oo]. 

the function can become the negative value when the argument is negative. 

.l 'l) 

(C. l5) 

(C. I6) 

(C.17) 

( '.21) 

Our q11estion can now be rephrased as. "At what confidence Je,•el is t.a = 0 excludrd ?" 

To answer this. we need to consi l r th region Sin abundance space where the value of tht' 

p.d .f. is higher than 

- { p~, 7 (t.b = 0; p) [Sl3!3J\] 
p = pr347 (t.a = 0; p) [BB:\' + XJ 
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(C.22) 

- ~ .. -



-

Jl.lathcmatically plu·as d . 

where 

. L.(p) =Is ll(.:'. b )p~7pb : p). [SB BI'\] 

C.L.(p) = { d(!:':..a)pt,J47 (L'>a; p). [Bl3'l + X] 
ls 

s 
s 

{ t.b: pf17 (L'>b ; p) > p}, [SBB~], 

{.Cl.a : vt3.17 (L'>a: p) > p}, [BBN+ X] 

Wr u. c tlw .L. to constrain variou, scenarios of 813!\. 

(C.23) 

(C.24) 

(C.25) 

(C.26) 

In the SBB;\ ca~c , t!Jr integral is Gaussian and is <:'asily expressed iu terms of x2 = 

2log[(27T)312u2u,w7 7i] (S<'c Eqs. (2.63) and (2.65)): 

C.L.(p) = - f?exp ( - ~~ ) + crf ( m, [SBBN]. ( .27) 

To cvaluat lhc BBN+ X iutcgral Eq. (C.24). we separate the Gaussian variables llb from 

the non-Gaussian variab iP llr. using the decomposition in Eq. (C.l6): 

(C.28) 

whcrr S23 = th set of llr such that p:i\(llr) ~ .P/ rnax(7.12<t7); and S241( L'>T) =the set of llb 

snd1 that pr,17 (6 b) ~ pjp:i\(t.1·). We can easily evaluate the Gau sian integra l. Again , t he 

rc ' ttil is couvcnicntly cxprc sed in terms of ;~,2 . 

C.L.(p) = Js., d(61')pt(6r) [- Jfx( t:..r )e.-x'(t.r)/2 + crf ( x~·) ) ] , (C.29) 

where \.(!:':..r) = J2 log[zh3(6r)/{ (27r)312u2u~u7ji }]. We then evaluate Eq. (C.29) numerically. 

Ou r c·o nfid nee kvcl i calculated for four degrees of freedom L'>a; (three, in the case 

of S13BN). Il denotes our ce rtainty t hat a given point p in the parameter space of the 

theory is ex ·Juded by l he observed abu ndances. In order to compare our theory with a 

lalc-dccayiJJ g particle (lltrcc parameters p : Tx,mx1~,- , and 17) to a t heory with a different 

numbN of parameters (e.g. , only one in SBJ3l\) , one would want to use a :(1 variable in these 

param ters. T hi transformation would be possible if the abundances a; were linear in t he 

theory parameters p . In this case, we cou ld integrate out a t heory parameter such as T/ and 

set a , L . exclusion limit (wit h a rC'duc d number of dC'grecs of freedom) ou th remaiT1ing 

paramctNs. However, the a, turn out to be highly nou-liu a r function of p , so integrating 

nut a llwory paramd.cr tum out to have little meaning. In tead. we project out various 
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theory paraJncters (as explained in S<:'ction 5.1.3) to prcsC'nt our resu lt as graphs. 
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